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What can the fossil recor
tell us about human origi

d

ns?
Anthropology has made major contributions to our understanling of
human biological and cultural evolution. This chapter tells the story of what

we have learned from fossils, stone tools, and other cultural remains, from
the appearance of our earliest known ancestors about 6 millioil years ago

through the appearance of modern Homo sapiens about 200,000 years ago.
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f hapter 2 presented some of the central concepts of
\-r mode- evolutionary theory and Chapter 3 used

some of these concepts to locate human beings within the

primate order. In this chapter we tum to a consideration

of the fossil evidence that provides evidence for the evo-

lutionary history of our species, highlighting the ways in

which that history differed from that of our closest primate

relatives. As such, this chapter will be adopting the per-

spective of macroevolution, which focuses on long-term

evolutionary changes, especially the origins of new species

and their diversification across space and time over mil-
lions of years. Spanning many generations and the growth

and decay of many difrferent ecological settings, macroevo-

lution is measured in geological time. Microevolution,
by contrast, devotes attention to short-term evolutionary

changes that occur within a given species over relatively

few generations. It is measured in what is sometimes

called "ecological time," or the pace of time as experienced

by organisms living and adapting to their ecological set-

tings. The study of microevolutionary processes affecting

the human species will be the topic of Chapter 5.

What ls Macroevolution?
Macroevolution studies evolution at or above the spe-

cies level over extremely long stretches of geological

microevolution A subfield of evolutionary studies that devotes attention

to shoft-term evolutionary changes that occur within a given species over

relatively few generations of ecological time,

macroevolution A subfield of evolutionary studies that focuses on long-

term evolutionary changes, especially the origins of new species and their
diversification across space and over millions of years of geological time,

anagenesis The slow gradual transformation of a single species over time.

time and is concerned with tracing (and explaining) the

extinction of old species and the origin of new species.

Evidence for these processes comes from close study of
fossils and oJ the comparative anatomy of living organ-

isms. As we shall see, the way we understand macroevo-

lution shapes our understanding of human evolution.
Until the 1970s, most evolutionary biologists were

more or less convinced thatthe problems of macroevolu-

tion had been solved in a satisfactory manner by Darwin
himself. Darwin claimed, and neo-Darwinians agreed,

that macroevolution-the origin of new species-is
simply what happens when microevolution continues

over a long enough period of time (Table 4.1). Such a

view seemed plausible because, as we have seen, all these

evolutionary thinkers assumed that, over time, genetic

and environmental changes are inevitable. Mutation
(if unchecked by natural selection) inevitably changes

a species' physical attributes over time in the same way

that the natural environment, perpetually subject to

uniformitarian processes of erosion and uplift, never re-

mains constant. Evolution was thought to occur when

independent processes of genetic change and environ-
mental change intersect in the phenotypes of organisms

living in a particular habitat.

In his final formulation of the theory of natural se-

lection, Darwin argued that there is no such thing as

a fixed species, precisely because evolution is gradual.

And evolution is gradual because environments change

slowly. Lamarck's concept of long-term evolutionary
change was also gradualistic, except that he pictured itx-

dividual members of a long-lived natural kind (and their

offspring) tracking the changing environment over a

long period of time. For Darwin, however, a species grad'

ually transforms itself over time into a new species, a

process called anagenesis, although the actual boundary

PUNCTUATED EQUITlBRIA

Differentfrom microevolution, not a uniform
process

The result of cladogenesis, the rapid produc-
tion of multiple new species alongside parent
species

Species boundaries are real

Speciation achieves the shifting of"genetic
and morphological centers of gravity of parent
and daughter species" such that "each species
is now free to accumulate more variation and
hence more potential species differences"
(Tattersall 1998,163)

Macroevolution

PHYLETIC GRADUALISM

Motor of
speciation

Species boundary

Consequences

A uniform process, the eventual outcome of
microevolution, given enough time

The result of anagenesis, the gradual transfor-
mation of one species into another species

Species boundaries are arbitrary

No sharp breaks in fossil record between old
and new species

TABLE 4.1 Models of Macroevolution
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FIGURE 4.1 Research and
theories about punctuated
equilibria have challenged the
common neo-Darwinian under-
standing of speciation by means
of phyletic gradualism.
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between species can never be detected but only drawn
arbitrarily. Darwin's theory of the origin of new species

is called phyletic gradualism (Figure 4.1).

Arguing for phyletic gradualism made a lot of sense

in Darwin's day, given the kind of opposition he faced,

and it has many defenders today. But some biologists
have argued that phyletic gradualism does not explain
a number of things that evolutionary theory must ex-

plain. In particular, it cannot explain the fact that a

single fossil species often seems to have given birth to
a number of descendant species, a process called clado-
genesis. What about those breaks in the fossil record

that led Cuvier to argue that old species disappeared
and new species appeared with what, from the point
of view of geological time, was extreme rapidity? Is

this just the result of poor preservation of intermediate
forms, or do new species arise suddenly without having
to go through any drawn-out intermediate stages? Or
do the fossils that we thought represented intermedi-
ate stages in the anagenesis of a single species actually
belong to several different species that resulted from the
process of cladogenesis?

In the early 1970s, these problems led evolutionists
Stephen Jay Gould and Niles Eldredge to propose that
the rate and manner of evolutionary change may differ
at the level of genes, of organisms, and of species. They

argued that patterns in the fossil record (including the
pattems Cuvier had recognized) suggest that phyletic
gradualism might not explain all cases of evolutionary
change. Between the breaks in the fossil record, many
fossil species show little-if any-change for millions
of years. Moreover, it is often the case that new species

appear in the fossil record alongside their unchanged
ancestors (Eldredge and Tattersall 1982, 8). We observe

this phenomenon when we compare ourselves to the

other living primates (see Chapter 3). Gould and El-

dredge (1977) contended that evolutionary change is

not a uniform process but rather that most of evolution-
ary history has been characterized by relatively stable

+
species coexisting in equilibrium (plural, eqttilibria). Oc-
casionally, however, that equilibrium is punctuated by
sudden bursts of speciation, when extinctions are wide-
spread and many new species appear. This view is called
the theory of punctuated equilibrium (see Figure 4. I ).
Gould and Eldredge claimed "that speciation is orders of
magnitude more important than phyletic evolution as a

mode of evolutionarychange" (116).
But if phyletic gradualism is not the rule, where do

new species come from? Gould and Eldredge (1,977)

argue that drastic changes in the natural environment
trigger extinction and speciation by destroying habitats

and breaking reproductive communities apart. When

this happens, the populations that remain have both
a radically modified gene pool and the opportunity to
construct a new niche in a radically modified environ-
ment. When adaptive equilibria are punctuated this way,

speciation is still thought to require thousands or hun-
dreds of thousands of years to be completed. From the
perspective of ecological time, the process still appears

"gradual," but from the perspective of geological time,

speciation appears "rapid" when compared to the long
periods of stasis that precede and follow it.

phyletic gradualism Atheory arguing that one species gradually trans-
forms itself into a new species over time, yet the actual boundary between
species can never be detected and can only be drawn arbitrarily,

punctuated equilibrium Atheoryclaimingthat mostof evolutionary
history has been characterized by relatively stable species coexisting in an

equilibrium that is occasionally punctuated by sudden bursts of speciation,

when extinctions are widespread and many new species appear.
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Research and theorizing about punctuated equilibria
have challenged the common neo-Darwinian understand-
ing of speciation by means of anagenesis. Punctuationists

view speciation as the outcome of cladogenesis, which
had always been recognized as part of the neo-Darwinian

slmthesis but had never been given the important role that
punctuationists assign it. Punctuationists also reject neo-

Darwinian descriptions of speciation as the outcome of
changing gene frequencies, insisting that speciation itself
triggers adaptive change (Eldredge and Tattersall 1982,

62). Finally, punctuationists propose that natural selec-

tion may operate among variant, related species within
a single genus, family, or order, a process called species

selection. Just like natural selection among individuals
of the same species, however, species selection is subject

to random forces. Some species flourish simply because

they tend to form new species at a high rate. Sometimes,

however, none of the variant species is able to survive in
the changed environment, and the entire group-genus,
family, or order-may become extinct (Stanley 1981,

187-BB). If speciation events occur rapidly in small,

isolated populations, punctuationists predict that fossil

evidence of intermediate forms between parent species

and descendant species may not survive or may be hard

to find, although occasionally paleontologists might get

lucky (see also Eldredge 1985).

Geneticists have not yet been able to pinpoint the
genetic changes involved in speciation, but one hypoth-

esis links speciation to mutations in genes involved in
the timing of interrelated biological processes, which
have major pleiotropic effects. Ernst Mayr (1982,605-6)
argued, however, that only a few such mutations might
be sufficient if the population undergoing speciation was

small and isolated, involving few reproducing individu-
als and thus subject to the force of genetic drift. This is,

in fact, the sort ofspeciation scenario the punctuationists

also imagine, the setting in which cladogenesis has long
been presumed to occur. As Steven Stanley (l98l) ob-

seryed, "lt is estimated that 98 or 99 percent of the pro-

tein structures of humans and chimpanzees are the samel

Clearly, evolution is reshaping animals in major ways

without drastically remodeling the genetic code" (727).
Thinking about evolution in terms of punctuated

equilibria fundamentally restructures our view of life.

As Stanley (1981) explains, "the punctuational view im-
plies, among other things, that evolution is often ineffec-

tive at perfecting the adaptations of animals and plants;

that there is no real ecological balance of nature; that

species selection A process in which natural selection is seen to operate
among variant, related species within a single genus, family, or order.

bipedalism Walking on wvo feet rather than four.

most large scale evolutionary trends are not produced

by the gradual reshaping of established species, but are

the net result of many rapid steps of evolution, not all of
which have moved in the same direction" (5). I{e later
observes that the theory of punctuated equilibrium "ac-

centuates the unpredictability of large-scale evolution"
and interprets speciation as "a kind of experimentation,
but experimentation without a plan" (181).

Needless to say, these suggestions remain highly con-

troversial. Many modern evolutionary biologists are con-
vinced that phyletic gradualism is well supported by the

fossil records of many species. Punctuationists and gradu-

alists have argued vehemently about whether our own spe-

cies, Homo sapiens, is the product of phyletic gradualism or
of a punctuated equilibrium. The debate between gradual-

ists and punctuationists has triggered a close reexamination

of biological ideas about macroevolution that promises to
increase our understafiding in unanticipated ways.

What ls Hominin Evolution?
\

About 10 mya, when the Miocene epoch was drawing
to a close, grasslands increased at the expense of for-
ests and many species of hominoids became extinct
throughout Europe, Asia, and Africa. Some African
hominoids seem to have adapted to the changed con-
ditions by spending more time on the ground, a move

that apparently exposed them to new selective pressures

favoring bipedalism-walking on two feet rather than
four. Hominins (bipedal hominoids) first appeared in
Africa at the end of the Miocene or beginning of the

Pliocene, between 10 and 5 mya.

As we saw in Chapter 3, contemporary taxonomists
classi$r the African great apes and humans together as

hominids; within the hominid category they separate out
humans and their bipedal ancestors, who are classified

together aslnninins. Within the hominin category a fur-

ther distinction is also commonly made between recent

hominin species assigned to the genus Homo and earlier
hominin species assigned to such genera as Ardipitheas,

Australopithecus, or Paranthropw. Several authorities in-
formally refer to all the earlier hominins as "australo-
piths" (Tattersall 2012; Klein 2009, 131), and that is

what we will do here.

Fossil hominins are grouped together with living
human beings because of a set of skeletal features that
indicate habitual bipedalism, a feature that seems to be

the first of our distinctive anatomical traits to have ap-

peared (Figure 4.2). Flominin evolution has also been

marked by additional evolutionary changes in denti-

tion. Finally, some developed an expanded brain and

ultimately came to depend on tools and language-that
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Head held vertically

Large bulbous cranium

Short face

Foramen magnum Reduced anterior
dentition, small
canines, large cheek
teeth covered with
thick enamel

at base of skull

S-shaped spinal
column

Reduced lower back Shortened forelimb

Short, wide pelvis

Femoral head
and Hand with enlarged

thumb, enhanced
f ingertip sensitivity,
noncurved fingers
(a manipulative
rather than a

locomotor structure)

lncreased hind-limb
length

lncreased valgus
angle of knee

Foot forms a
platform structure
with nonopposable
great toe. Lateral
toes not curved.

FlGURE4.2 Apes(left)areadaptedanatomicallyforaformofquadrupedal locomotioncalledknucklewalking,althoughthey
often stand upright and occasionally may even walk on their hind limbs for short distances. Ahuman skeleton (rEhl) shows the kinds
of reshaping natural selection performed to produce the hominid anatomy, which is adapted to habitual bipedalism.

TREND

Bipedalism

Distinctive dentition

Expanded brain

Culture

DEVELOPMENT

Evidence of bipedalism marks the appearance of the hominin line

The development of huge cheek teeth (molars) and much smaller
front teeth was characteristic of the australopiths.

Brain expansion beyond 400 to 500 cm3 of the australopiths was
characteristic of genus Homo.

Greater reliance on learned patterns of behavior and thought, on
tools, and on language became important for Homo.

DATES

Between 10 and 5 mya

4to 2 mya

Beginning 2.4 mya

Beginning 2.5 mya

is, on culture-for their survival (Table a.2). These devel-

opments did not occur all at once but were the result of
mosaic evolution (different traits evolving at different
rates). This is the reason anthropologists speak of human
odgins when describing the evolution of our species.

Who Were the First
Hominins (6-3 mya)?

The Origin of Bipedalism
The skeletons of all primates allow upright posture when
sitting or swinging from the branches of trees. Many

primates often stand upright and occasionally walk on
their hind limbs for short distances. Because bipedal-

ism requires upright posture, primates have already, so

to speak, taken a step in the right direction. Put another

way, we could say that hominoid morphology for up-

right posture that evolved in an arboreal context was exa-

pted for hominin bipedalism in a terrestrial context.

What sort of selective pressures might have favored

bipedal locomotion in hominoids? To answer this

mosaic evolution A phenotypic pauern that shows how different traits
of an organism, responding to different selection pressures, may evolve at

different rates.
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question, paleoanthropologists examine the advantages

bipedalism would have conferred. Moving easily on the

ground might have improved hominoids' ability to ex-

ploit food resources outside the protective cover of the

shrinking Miocene forests. Upright posture would have

made it easier for them to spot potential predators in
open country, and skillful bipedal locomotion would
have made it easier for them to escape. Finally, walk-

ing upright simultaneously reduces the amount of skin

surface exposed to the sun, allows greater distances to
be covered (albeit at slow speeds), and is more energy-

efficient (Day 1986, 189; Foley 1995, I43).
Michael Day ( 1 986) suggests that this greater stamina

may have permitted bipedal hominins to become "endur-

ance hunters," slowly tracking game over long distances

as they moved into the previously vacant ecological niche

of daylight hunting (190). However, endurance walking
would have been equally important in enabling the first

hominins to cover long distances between widely scattered

sources of plant food or water. Indeed, the teeth of these

hominins suggest that they were probably omnivorous,
not carnivorous; that is, they ate a wide range of plant

and animal foods. Equipped with just a simple digging

stick, their diet might have included "berries, fruits, nuts,

buds, shoots, shallow-growing roots and tubers, fruiting
bodies of fungi, most terrestrial and the smaller aquatic

reptiles, eggs, nesting birds, some fish, mollusks, insects,

and all small mammals, including the bunowing ones.

This diverse diet . . . is very close to that of the Gombe Na-

tional Park chimpanzees . . . and living gatherer/hunters"

(Mann 1981, 34). As the forests retreated and stands of
trees became smaller and more widely scattered, groups

of bipedal hominins appear to have ranged over a vari-

ety of environments (lsaac and Crader 1981, 89; see also

Freeman 1981, Mann 1981). They would have been able

to carry infants, food, and eventually tools in their newly

freed hands (Lewin 1989, 67-68).
The oldest known hominin fossils come from Africa

(Figure 4.3), some dating back into the Miocene. The

oldest remains are fragmentary, however, and their signif-

icance for later hominin evolution is still being debated.

The most noteworthy of these finds are Sahelantfuopus

tchadensis, from Chad, in central Africa (6-7 million
years old) (Brunet et al. 2OO2, 6); Orrorin tugenensis

from Kenya (6 million years old) (Senut et al. 2001);

and Ardipithecus kadabba (5.8-5.2 million years old) and

Ardipitheas ramidus (5.8-4.4 million years old) (White
et al. 2009; Haile Selassie et al. 2004; Haile Selassie

2001; White et al. 1994). After 15 years of reconstruc-

tion and analysis, Tim White and his colleagues formally
announced the discovery of 'Ardi," a relatively com-
plete skeleton of Ar. ramidus, which apparently could
walk bipedally on the ground, although in a manner
different from later australopiths and members of the
genus Homo (see Figure 4.4). Most paleoanthropolo-
gists have traditionally viewed bipedal locomotion as

an adaptation to life in open African grasslands called

sauanna. However, Ar. ramidus apparently lived in a

wooded environment. Richard Potts, an expert in ancient

environments, reviewed evidence about the environment
in which Ar. ranidus would have lived at the two Ethio-
pian sites, fuamis and Gona, where its fossils were found.
He also looked at biomolecular information about the

kinds of plants Ar. rumidus ate, based on analysis of teeth

from five different fossil individuals. Potts (2013) con-

cluded that "combinid evidence from the two sites thus

appears to indicate a certain degree ofspatial and possi-

bly temporal variability in the proportion of grass versus

trees" (157). Potts also expressed concern that "the term

savanna can be interpreted too broadly; it is, in fact,

defined so ,rariaBly in time and space that it is almost

useless when examining habitat-specific versus habitat
variability explanations of human evolution ( 1 5 B).

Otherveryearlyfragments of fossil hominins include

two lower jaws and an arm bone from Kenya, ranging

in age between 5.8-5.6 and 4.5 mya. Some fragmentary

remains from Ethiopia and Kenya are between 4.5 and

3.8 million years old (Boaz 1995,35; Foley 1995,70).
The earliest direct evidence of hominin bipedalism

is 3.6 million years old. It comes from a trail of foot-
prints that extends over 70 feet, preserved in a layer of
hardened volcanic ash laid down during the middle
Pliocene at the site of Laetoli, Tanzania (Figure 4.5).

When compared to footprints made by modern apes

and human beings, experts agree that the Laetoli prints

were definitely produced by hominin bipedal locomo-
tion (Day 1985,92;1986, 191; Feibel et al. 1995/96).

Most early hominin fossils showing skeletal evi-

dence of bipedalism have been placed in the genus

Australopithecu.s. The oldest of these is lwsn'alopithe&$ ana-

mansis, whose fossils come fiom Kanapoi and Allia Bay in
Kenya. Au. anamensis dates from 4.2 to 3.9 mya Atl ana-

rnensu shows that bipedality had evolved at least a few hun-

dred thousand years before the previous date of 3.6 mya

provided by the Laetoli footprints (teakey et al. 1995).1

omnivorous Eating a wide range of plant and animal foods.

Australopithecus The genus in which taxonomists place most early

hominins showing skeletal evidence of bipedalism.

rLeakey and colleagues (2001) have also described a

3.4 million-year-old eastern Africarr fossil said to possess a series

ofderived features not found in other australopiths, thus iustiff-
ing its being placed in a separate genus, Kenyantlvopus plrttl,ops,

although this interpretation is controversial.
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The remaining early hominin fossils have been

assigned to the species Australopithecus ofarensis. Fas-

sils assigned to this taxon have also been found at La-

etoli and in a region of Ethiopia known as the Afar
Depression-hence the species name "afarensis" (see

Figure 4.3). These fossils, which are quite numer-
ous, range between 3.9 and 3.0 million years of age

(lohanson and Edey 1981, Kimbel et al. 1994, White
et al. 1993). The famous Au. afarensis fossil Lucy

(named after the Beatles song "Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds"; Figure 4.6) was found 4oo/o inlact and un-
disturbed where she had died, which allowed Donald
Johanson and his colleagues to reconstruct her post-

cranial skeleton in great detail. The first fairly com-
plete adult skull of Au. afarensis, found in the early
1990s, confirmed its small-brained, apelike features.
The 0.9 million-year age range of these Hadar fos-
sils suggests a period of prolonged evolutionary stasis

within Au. afarensis.

Some features of the skeleton of Au. afarensis reveal

its adaptation to habitual bipedalism, especially when

FIGURE 4.3 Major sites in eastern
and southern Africa from which fossils of
australopiths and early Horno have been
recovered.

I

we compare it to the skeletons of modem humans and

apes. The spinal column of a chimpanzee joins its head

at the back of the skull, as is normally the case in quadru-

pedal animals. This is revealed by the position of a large

hole, the foramen magntlm, through which the spinal

cord passes on its way to the brain. The ape pelvis is long
and broad, and the knee is almost directly in line with
the femur (or thigh bone) and therefore ill-adapted to
support the ape's center of gravity when it tries to move

on its hind legs. As a result, when apes walk bipedally,

they appear to waddle in an awkward attempt to stay up-

right. Finally, the great toe of the ape foot diverges like
a thumb from the rest of the digits, a feature that allows

apes to use their feet for grasping but inhibits their abil-
ity to use this toe for the "push-off" so important for ef-

fective bipedalism.
By contrast, the modern human head balances on

the top of the spinal column. The foramen magnum

in humans is located directly beneath the skull rather

than at its back. The basin-shaped human pelvis is the

body's center of gravity, supporting and balancing the
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Finding Fossils

IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Searching for remoins of the humon post is not
glomorous work. As he relotes the experiences

of Alemayehu, one of the most successful fossil
hunters on his teom, Donald Johonson reveols

both the extraordinary discipline required for
the search ond the near delirium thot ensues

when the seorch is successful.

One day Alemayehu found a small piece of a lower jaw

with a couple of molars in it. They were bigger than
human molars, and he told me that he had a baboon jaw

with funny big teeth.
"You think this is a baboon?" I asked hlm.
"Well, with unusually large molars."
"lt's a hominid."
The knee joint of the year before had proved the exis-

tence of hominids at Hadar. Everyone had been sanguine

about finding more of them in 1974. ln fact, the French

had been so eager that they had gone rushing out to
survey on the very first day, leaving it to the Americans

to put up the tents. But after weeks of searching without
results, that ardor had dimmed somewhat. Now it flared
again, but in no one more than Alemayehu himself.

It is impossible to describe what it feels like to find

something like that. It fills you right up. That is what you

are there for. You have been working and working, and

suddenly you score. When I told Alemayehu that he had a

hominid, his face lit up and his chest went way out, Ener-

gized to an extraordinary degree, and with nothing better
to do in the late afternoons, Alemayehu formed the habit
of poking quietly about for an hour or so before dark. He

chose areas close to camp because, without the use of a

Land-Rover, they were easy to get to. He refrained from
saying-although I feel sure that this was a factor in his

choice of places to survey-that he had begun to realize

that he was a more thorough and more observant sur-

veyor than some of the others who were doing that work.

The day after he found the hominid jaw, Alemayehu
turned up a complete baboon skull. I had it on the table
for a detailed description the next afternoon when Ale-

mayehu burst into camp.

His eyes were popping. He said he had found another
of those things. After having seen one, he was sure this
was another human jaw. I dropped the baboon skull

and ran after Alemayehu, forgetting that I was barefoot.
I began to cut my feet so badly on the gravel that I was

forced to limp back to my tent to put on shoes. Guille-

mot and Petter, who were..with me, kept going. When

I rejoined them, it was in a little depression just a few
hundred yards beyond the Afar settlement. Guillemot
and Petter were crouching down to look at a beautiful
fossil jaw sticking out of the ground. Guillemot ruefully
pointed out his own fogtprints, not ten feet away, where
he had gone out surveying that first morning in camp and

seen nothing.
A crowd of others arrived and began to hunt around

feverishly. One of the French let out a yell-he had a

jaw. lt turned out to be a hyena, an excellent find be-

cause carnivores are always rare. But after that, inter-
est dwindled. lt began to get dark. The others drifted
back to camp. I stopped surveying and was about to
collect Alemayehu's jaw when I spotted Alemayehu
struggling up a nearby slope, waving his arms, com-
pletely winded,

"l have another," Alemayehu gasped. "l think, two."
I raced over to him. The two turned out to be two

halves. When I put them together, they fitted perfectly
to make a complete palate (upper jaw) with every one of
its teeth in position: a superb find, Within an hour Ale-

mayehu had turned up two of the oldest and finest homi-

nid jaws ever seen. With the addition of the partialjaw of
a few days before, he has earned a listing in the Gulnness

Book of World Records as the finder of the most hominid
fossils in the shortest time.

soulce; Johanson and Edey 1981, 17 2-7 3.

and the toes are much longeq, resemblingthe finger and toe
bones of apes. Because these features are related to the
typical tree-climbing adaptation of most hominoids,
some paleoanthropologists have concluded that Al.
afarensis must have had significant tree-climbing abil-
ity along with bipedalism (Susman et al. 1985; Lewin

1989,77; Klein 2009, 213). A 3.5 million-year-old aus-

tralopith fossil found in Chad, in central Africa, is con-

temporaneous with Aa. afarensis. Called Australopitlrccus

balrelghazali, this specimen extends the range of aus-

tralopiths far beyond southern and eastern Africa (Brunet

et al. 1995).
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FIGURE 4.5 Forty percent of Lucy's bones were found
undisturbed, and her remains included much of her
postcranial skeleton.

Changes in Hominin Dentition
Once the first australopiths ventured regularly down
from the trees and into a variety of new habitats, they
presumably began to rely on new food sources. Their
new diet appears to have created a set of selective pres-

sures that led to important changes in hominin denti-
tion, first evident in the teeth of Au. afarensis. To assess

the importance of these changes, it helps to compare
the teeth of '\u. afarensrs with those of modern apes

and humans,
A striking feature of ape dentition is a "U"-shaped

dental arch that is longer front to back than it is side to
side. By contrast, the human dental arch is parabolic, or
gently rounded in shape and narrower in front than in
back. Apes have large, sexually dimorphic canine teeth
that project beyond the tooth row In addition, they pos-

sess a diastema (plural, diastemata), or space in the tooth

Human knee Au. afarensts knee Ape knee

FIGURE 4.7 The bones of human legs have a somewhat
knock-kneed app&rance, with the femur pointing inward
toward the knee joint at the valgus angle. This allows human
beings to easily transfer the center of gravity directly over the
foot in the course of bipedal walking. Ape femurs do not angle
inward in this manner, so apes waddle when they try to walk
bipedally. Because/u. aforensis is humanlike in its valgus angle
and in the shape of its pelvis, we conclude that, like us, it walked
bipedally.

row for each canine of the opposite jaw to fit into when
the jaws are closed. Human canine teeth do not proj-
ect beyond the tooth row and show little sexual dimor-
phism, and humans have no diastemata. Ape teeth show
functional specialization, with biting incisors, shearing
canines, and grinding molars. In addition, the incisors
are about the same size as the molars, and the canines

are the largest teeth of all. Functional specialization in
human teeth is very different. Humans have canines and
incisors that are similar in shape and much smaller than
their molars.

How does Au. afarensis compare? As Figure 4,9

shows, the Au. afarensis dental arcade is "U"-shaped, like
that of the apes. Its canines, although relatively smaller
than those of apes, still project somewhag and 45o/o of
the Au. afarcnsis specimens examined have diastemata
(Lewin 1989, 70). Although ,\u. afarensis canines were

getting smaller, Au. afarmsis molars were getting larger,

marking the beginning of an evolutionary trend toward
smaller front teeth and enormous cheek teeth that
appear, fully developed, among australopiths that flour-
ished a million years after A, afarensis.The increase in the
size of later australopith molars is greater than would be
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Au. afarensis

Chimpanzee

Human

'}

F lG U RE 4.8 Although /u. aforensis was human like in some respects, in other respects its skeleton retained adaptations to life
in the trees,

Large diastema Smaller diastema No diastema
FIGURE 4.9 The upper jaw of
Au. ofarensis shows some apelike
features, but its dentition shows
signs of change in the direction
of smaller front teeth and large
cheek teeth that would appear
fully developed in later australo-
pith species,

Chimpanzee upper jaw Australopithecus upper jaw Human upper jaw

expected if it were merely the result of a larger-bodied
hominin having proportionately larger teeth. Thus, pa-

leoanthropologists deduce that the enlarged molars were
produced by natural selection (McHenry 1985, 179).
Some experts argue that this dental pattem is an effective

adaptation to grassland diets consisting of coarse vege-

table foods. Because projecting canine teeth prevent the
side-to-side jaw movement that grinding tough foods re-

quires, natural selection may have favored australopiths
whose canines did not project beyond the tooth row.

Who Were the Later
Australopiths (3-1.5 mya)?
Fossils of 3 million-year-old australopiths with small

front teeth and large cheek teeth were found first in
southern Africa and later in eastern Africa, beginning in
the 1920s and 1930s. Some of them possessed the typi-
cal late-australopith enlargement of the cheek teeth, but
their faces were small and lightly built; they were classi-

fied together as Australopithecus africanus and came to be
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F lG U RE 4.10 Two-million-year-old bipedal hominins with small front teeth and large cheek teeth fall into two major categories'

(o)Gracileaustralopiths(suchasthisspecimen of Au.ofricanusfromSterkfontein,SouthAfrica) havesmaller,morelightlybuiltfaces.
(b) Robust australopiths (such as this specimen from Swartkrans, South Africa) have more rugged jaws, flatter faces, truly enormous

molars, and sagittal crests.

I
known as the "gracile australopiths" (Figure 4.loa). Au.

africanus lived between 3 and 2 mya, Other australopith

fossils with more rugged jaws, flatter faces, and enormous

molars have been assigned to the species Paranthropus

robustus, and they are called the "robust australopiths"

(Figure 4.10b). P. robustns lived between 2 and 1.5 mya.

Both gracile and robust australopith fossils show the

same adaptation to bipedalism found in Au. afaransk.

The foramen magnum of both forms was directly under-

neath the skull, and the size of the braincase (or cranial

capacity) in both forms ranged between 400 and 550

cubic centimeters. Despite such small brains, australo-

piths living at Swartkrans in present-day South Africa

1.5 mya apparently controlled fire and used it to cook

meat (Brain and Sillen 1988). Whether they had hands

capable of making stone tools is unclear (Lewin 1989,

83; McHenry and Berger 1998). Robust australopiths in
southern Africa may have used fragments of bone and

animal horn as digging tools (Tattersall 1998, 125).

Some research suggests that australopiths resemble apes

in the timing of tooth eruption and the pattems of sur-

face wear on teeth (Lewin 1989,71.,73).

It turns out that the striking morphological differ-

ences between gracile and robust australopiths have

to do almost exclusively with their chewing anatomy.

To begin with, selection seems to have favored large

molars to grind tough plant foods. But large molars are

ineffective without jaws massive enough to absorb the

shock of grinding and muscles large enough to move

the jaws. The robust australopiths had the flattest faces

because their cheekbones had expanded the most, to

accommodate huge iaw muscles that attached to bony

crests along the midlines of their skulls.

All australopith fossils from southern Africa have

been recovered from limestone quarries or limestone

caves. Unfortunately, none of the deposits from which

these fossils came can be dated by traditional numerical

methods, but newer uranium-series and paleomagnetic

techniques are more promising. Dating is much easier

at eastern African sites like Olduvai Gorge Tanzania,

where volcanic rock layers can be dated using isotopic

methods (Figure 4.11). Since 1959, eastem Africa has

become the most important source of hominin fossils

in the world.

How Many Species of AustraloPith
Were There?

How many australopith species (and genera) ought to

be recognized continues to be debated. Fleagle (2013)

counts six species of Australopithecus lhal are generally

recognized, and observes that "more are probably wait-

ing to be uncovered" (365; see Table 4.3). It now appears

that robust australopiths go back some 1.75 million
years in southern Africa and perhaps 2.5 million years

in eastern Africa, becoming extinct between 1.2 and

0.7 mya.cranial capacity The size ofthe braincase.
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FIGURE 4.11 The"Zinjanthropus"skull, classified as Paron

thropus bolsel. When the potassium-argon method was used
in 1959 to date the volcanic rock lying above the sediment
in which this fossilwas found, the date of 1,75 million years

stunned the scientific community.

HOMININ

Sa h e I a nth ro p u s tch o d en sis
Orrorin tugenensis
Ardipithecus ramidus

Au stral o p ithecus o no me nsis
Austro lop ithecus afa rensis
Au stra I op ithecus africo n us

Au str a I o p i th ecu s b a h rel ga za I i
Au stra I o p i th ecu s se d i b a
Au stro I o p i th ecu s ga r h i

Po ro nth ro p us aethi o p icus
Poranthropus robustus
Paronthropus boisei

Homo habilis
Homo naledi
Homo georgicus
Homo erectus
Homo ergaster
Homo ontecessor
Homo heidelbergensis
Homo neandertholensis
Denisovans
Homo sopiens

Gracile australopiths apparently flourished be-

tween 3 and 2 mya, in both southern and eastem Africa,
suggesting an early divergence between the robust and
gracile australopith lineages. In 1999, the 2.5 million-
year-old fossil of a gracile australopith, called Australo-
pithecus garhi, was found in Ethiopia (Asfaw et al. 1999).
Not only did Au. garhi appear morphologically distinct
from other gracile australopiths of roughly the same

age, but also it was found in association with primitive
stone tools 2.5 to 2.6 million years old (De Heinzelin et

al. 1999). The greatest confusion surrounds those grac-

ile fossils dated to about 2 mya. Perhaps most intriguing
are the fossils of Australopithecus sediba, found at the site

of Malapa in South Africa, and dated to between 1.95

and 1.78 mya (Berger et al. 2010). These fossils show a

mix of features: their cranial capacity resembles that of
Au. af icanus, whereas their teeth and long thumb bones

resemble those of early Uo'io. Fleagle (2013) concludes
that "Overall, Au. sediba seems to be intermediate be-

tween fossils currently classified as Australopithecus and

those attributed to early Homo, and researchers differ on
which genus is more agpropriate" (368-69).

DATE RANGE (YEARS) CRANIAL CAPACITY (CM3)

6-7 million
6 million
4.4-5.8 million

350
q

4.2-3.9 million
3.9-3.0 million
3-2 million
3.5-3 million
1.95-1.78 million
2.5 million

2.6-2.3 million
2.0-'1 .5 million
2.1-1.1 million

2.4-1.5 million
indirect evidence,
1.8 million-900,000
1.8 million
1.8 million-300,000
1.6 million
780,000
500,000
230,000-30,000
?-41,000-?
1 95,000-present

o

37s-550
420-500
o

420
o

410
530
530

500-800
465-560
600-680
750-1,225
910
o

1,200
't,450
o

1,350

TABLE 4.3 Increase in Granial Capacity in Hominins

oUnknown at present,
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How Can Anthropologists
Explain the Human Transition?
By 2 mya, bipedal hominins with specialized teeth and
expanded brains were walking the open environment of
the east African savanna. At least some of them made

artifacts out of wood, stone, and bone and used fire.

Some observers have concluded that meat eating led to
a need for stone tools to kill and butcher animals and
that stone-tool manufacture led natural selection to
favor hominins with expanded brains. This is the "man
the hunter" story about human origins and purports to
explain nearly every physical and behavioral trait that
makes humans human as the outcome of our ancestors'

devotion to hunting. In 1968, for example, anthropol-
ogists Sherwood Washbum and C. S. Lancaster (1986)
concluded that "the biological bases for killing have

been incorporated into human psychology" (299-300).
This story seemed to be supported by early primatologi-
cal work reporting that savanna baboons lived by a rigid
hierarchy in a closed society: large males with huge ca-

nines dominated much smaller females and juveniles.

As primatologist Linda Fedigan (1986) observed, this
model of human origins "can be said to have been tra-

ditional and consistent with contemporary role expecta-

tions for Western men and women" (39). For those who
saw such role expectations as natural rather than cultur-
ally imposed, the baboon model was highly persuasive.

Such a story is exciting, and it fits in well with many
traditional Westem views of human nature. But it quickly
ran into trouble, both because anthropologists could not
agree about how to define "hunting" and because eth-

nographic fieldwork showed that plant food gathered by
women was more important to the survival of foraging
peoples than was meat hunted by men (Fedigan 1986,

33-34). For many anthropologists, the Ju/'hoansi people

of southem Africa provide helpful insights conceming the
social and economic life of the first hominins (see Eth-

noProfile 11.4: Ju/'hoansi), Richard [.ee, an ethnographer
who has worked among the Ju/'hoansi since the 1960s,

suggested that several "core features" of Ju/'hoansi soci-

ety may have characterized the first hominin societies: a

flexible form of kinship organization that recognized both
the male and the female lines, group mobility and a lack

of permanent attachment to territory small group size

(25-50 members) with fluctuating group membership,

equitable food distribution that leads to highly egalitarian
social relations, and a division of labor that leads to shar-

ing (Lee 1974;l*e and DeVore 1968). In addition, women
in foraging societies appear to arrange their reproductive
lives around their productive activities, giving birth on av-

erage to one child every 3-4 years (Fedigan 1986, 49).

In sum, ethnographic evidence suggested that fe-

males played active roles in the adaptations of our early
hominin ancestors. Some feminist anthropologists used

this evidence to construct stories of human evolution
that stressed the importance of "woman the gatherer," in
which the key tools for human adaptation were digging
sticks, slings to carry infants, and containers for gathered

foods, all of which, they suggest, were probably invented
by women. Rather than use an Old World monkey as a

primate model, they used the chimpanzee. Jane Goodall's
early reports from Gombg in Tanzania, suggested that
chimpanzee females were not constrained within a rigid
hierarchy or dominated by aggressive males; they were

active and mobilg feeding themselves and their young,
and spending most of their lives apart from tleir mates.

Their closest bonds were with their offspring, and the
mother-infant group was the most stable feature of
chimpanzee socilty. Perhaps the first human food shar-

ing was between women and their children; perhaps

even hunters would have most likely shared food with
their mothers and siblings rather than with their mates.

This "woman the gatherer" account-no less exffemist

than the "man the hunter" scenario-tested earlier as-

sumptions about the foundations of human society and
found them wanting.

All reconstructions of the lives of ancestral homi-
nins, however, are tempered with the realization that the
key features of contemporary human behavior did not
all appear at the same time. As in the case of our skel-

etal morphology, human behavior also appears to be the
product of mosaic evolution.

What Do We Know about Early
Homo (2.4-1.5 mya)?
About 2.5-2 mya, the drying trend that had begun in
Africa in the Late Miocene became more pronounced,
possibly causing a wave of extinction as well as the ap-

pearance of new species. During this period, the grac-

ile australopiths disappeared by either evolving into or
being replaced by a new kind of hominin.

Expansion of the Australopith Brain
Whereas the brains of all australopith species varied
within the range of 400-550 cm3, the new hominins had
brains over 600 cm3. Were these merely advanced gracile

australopiths, or did they belong to a new species or even

a new genus? For Louis leakey, who discovered at Oldu-
vai in 1963 a skull with a cranial capacity of 680 cm3,

the answer was clear. He asserted that the skull belonged

l
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to the genus Homo and named it Homo habilis-"handy
man." Eventually, teakey and his allies discovered more

fossils that were assigned to H. habilis. But some paleo-

anthropologists believed that these fossils showed too

much intemal variation for a single species, and they

proceeded to sort the fossils into new categories.

How Many Species of Early Homo
Were There?

How do paleoanthropologists decide if a gracile fossil

younger than 2 million years should be placed in the

genus Homo? The key criterion is still cranial capacity. In
general, the cranial capacities of these early Honto fos-

sils range from 510 to 750 cm3. Larger brains resided in
larger, differently shaped skulls. Compared to the more

elongated australopith cranium, the cranium of early

Homo has thinner bone and is more rounded; the face is

flatter and smaller in relation to the size of the cranium;

and the teeth and jaws are less rugged, with a more para-

bolic arch. Most significantly, early llorno's expansion in
brain size was not accompanied by a marked increase in
body size, meaning that the enlarged brain was a product
of natural selection (Figure 4.12).We know little about
the postcranial morphology of any early Homo species.

FIGURE 4.12 Perhaps the best-known fossil of early Homo is
KNM-ER 1470, found by Richard Leakey and his team near Lake
Turkana in northern Kenya.

Our understanding of the early Honro fossil record
was enriched and complicated by two new finds in 2015,
one from South Africa and one from Ethiopia. The fossils
that received the most publicity came from Rising Star
Cave in South Africa, where paleontologists announced
the discovery of a rich trove of hominin fossils that they
argued were distinct from other early species of Homo
previously identified (Dirks et al. 2015). Called Homo

naledi, these fossils had small cranial capacities compara-
ble to those of australopiths (between 465 and 560 cc).

Other features of their anatomy, however, more closely
resembled fossils assigned to early Homo.The sediments
that yielded these fossils have not permitted scientists to
assign them a firm geological date, although estimates
of their age may be made indirectly. For instance, based

on morphological comparisons of H. naledi with other,

well-dated fossils assigned to early Homo, paleoanthro-
pologists who have worked directly with the H. naledi
fossils believe that they are about 1.8-2 mya (Dirks et al.

2015, Thackeray 2015). Chris Stringer, who was not part
of this team, concluded that H. naledi appeared to most
closely resemble earlyf,Ionrc erectus fossils from Dmanesi,
Ceorgia, which is also thought to be about 1.8-2 mya

(Stringer 2015). Other paleoanthropologists have dis-

agreed with these estimates. For example, paleoanthro-
pologists concluded that H. naledi was more likely to be

around 900,000 years old, based on sophisticated sta-

tistical analysis, comparing measurements of H. naledi's

skull and teeth with comparable measurements taken
from other fossil hominins and living African apes

(Dembo et al. 2016). In response, members of the orig-
inal team have emphasized that the morphological re-

lations between H. naledi and other early Homo fossils

cannot be discounted, regardless of how old H. noledi

turns out to be (Hawks and Berger 2016).

The second early Honto find of 2015 came from the
Ledi-Geraru in the Afar region of Ethiopia (Villmoare et

al. 2015). This find consisted of a single lower jawbone

with teeth, but Villmoare and his colleagues argue that
it displays morphological features associated wilh Homo.

Most exciting was the age of this fossil, which dates to
between 2.8 and 2.75 mya-some 400,000 years earlier
than previously known fossils of early lJomo.

Today, it is widely believed that several species be-

longing to the genus Homo coexlsted in eastem Africa
in the early Pleistocene (Tattersall 2012, 88-89; Fleagle

2013, 376). The remains of Homo naledi and the Ledi-

Geraru find further complicate our understanding of the
origin of our own genus. While the species of early Homo

Homo The genus to which taxonomists assign large-brained hominins
2 million years old and younger.
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listed in Table 4.2 have all gained some measure of ac-

ceptance, some paleoanthropologists are convinced that
the category "early Homo" is far too inclusive, and that a

more precise list of derived morphological traits unique
to the genus Homo needs to be formulated, even though
experts disagree about just which traits ought to be in-
duded on that list (Schwartz and Tattersall 2015). This

debate is likely to continue for some time.

Earliest Evidence of Culture:
Stone Tools

Stone tools are the most enduring evidence we have of
culturally created human artifacts. Ian Tattersall (1998)

emphasizes that the earliest hominins who made iden-

tifiable stone tools "inuented efficient toolmaking from
materials they consciously chose" (57), something dif-
ferent from what any living apes have ever been observed

to do. The oldest undisputed stone tools come from the

Ethiopian site of Gona and are 2.6 mya (Semaw 2000);

other early tools, found at Hadar in Ethiopia, are at least

2.5 million years old (Semaw et al. 1997; Detleinzelin
et al. 1999). The oldest stone tools found in association

with a fossil human ancestor also come from Ethio-

pia and date to 2.33 mya (Kimbel et al. L994). Other
similar tools, dating from 2.5-2 mya, have been found
elsewhere in eastem and southern Africa. For the most
part, these tools consist of cores (tennis ball-sized rocks

with a few flakes knocked off to produce cutting edges)

and flnkes (chipped-off pieces of rocks that may or may

not have been used as small cutting tools). This style of
stone-toolmaking is called the Oldowan tradition after

the Olduvai Gorge where the first specimens were found
(Figure 4.13). But in 2015, paleoanthropologists work-
ing in West Turkana, Kenya, reported the discovery stone

tools 3.3 million years old that are different enough

from Oldowan tools to have been given their own name:

Lomebwian (Harmand et al. 2015). Prior to these finds,

members of early Homo had been considered the makers

of the first stone tools, which were understood to be

Oldowan tools. If the claims about Lomekwian tools are

confirmed, howevet they will demonstrate toolmaking
by hominins living before the appearance of the genus

Oldowan tradition A stone-tool tradition named after the olduvai Gorge

flanzania), where the first examples of these tools tools were found. The

earliest Oldowan tools are 2.6 million years old and were found in Gona,

Ethiopia, Until recently, oldowan tools were considered the oldest stone

tools made by hominins, although this status is now claimed by Lomekwian
tools, found in West Turkana, Kenya. (Lomekwian tools are stylistically differ-

ent, and they are 3.3 million years old.)

taphonomy The study ofthe various processes that objects undergo in
the course of becoming part of the fossil and archaeological records.

FIGURE 4.13 9n Oldowan chopper with flakes removed from
one side (or face).

Homo. Who the makers of these tools were is not known,
but they seem to have possessed less advanced stone-

knapping skills than the makers of Oldowan tools. One
possible candidate is a poorly known hominin called

Kenyanthropw platyops, whose 3,5 mya old remains

have been found near West Turkana itself (leakey et al.

2001). Another possible candidate is Au. afarmsu, who
was living 3.39 mya in the same Middle Awash region

of Ethiopia where bones older than 3.39 mya have been

found; these bones are said to display cut marks made

by stone tools (McPherron et al. 2010). Scholarly discus-

sion surrounding these recent finds has just begun.

In the meantime, Oldowan tools still remain the

best documented and best understood early stone tools
in the hominin evolutionary record. In what follows,

therefore, we will discuss what paleoanthropologists

have leamed about Oldowan tools.

Oldowan tools are extremely simple and seem in-

distinguishable from stones that have lost a few flakes

through perfectly natural means. Given this simplic-
ity, how can paleoanthropologists conclude that they

are dealing with deliberately fashioned artifacts rather

than objects modified by natural processes? Answers to
such questions come from paleoanthropologists who
specialize in taphonomy, the study of the various pro-

cesses that bones and stones undergo in the course of
becoming part of the fossil and archaeological records

(Brain 19S5). Taphonomists using a scanning electron
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FlGURE4.14 Thescanningelectronmicroscopeallowstaphonomiststodistinguishbetweendifferentkindsof marksonbones.
(o) Hyena tooth marks on modern bones. (b) V-shaped stone-tool cut marks on modern bones,

microscope (SEM) can examine stones and bones for ev-

idence of human activity. Stones used as tools, for exam-
ple, have characteristic wear patterns along their flaked
edges. Flaked rocks that lack wear patterns are not usu-

ally considered tools unless they are unmistakably asso-

ciated with other evidence of human activity.
Paleoanthropologists Pat Shipman, Rick Potts, and

Henry Bunn examined bones for marks of butchery by
early hominids. Shipman learned how modern hunt-
ers butcher animals and discovered that carnivore tooth
marks and stone cut marks on fresh bone look very dif-
ferent under the SEM (Figure 4.14). Shipman and an
assistant used the SEM to examine more than 2,500
2 million-year-old fossil bones from Bed I at Olduvai.
They found (1) that fewer than half of the cut marks
seemed to be associated with meat removal; (2) that the
stone-tool cut marks and carnivore tooth marks showed
basically the same pattern of distribution; (3) that nearly
three-quarters of the cut marks occurred on bones with
little meat, suggesting they resulted from skinning; and
(4) that in B of 13 cases where cut marks and tooth
marks overlapped, the cut marks were on top of the
tooth marks. Taken together, these patterns suggested to
Shipman and her colleagues that, rather than hunting
for meat, the Olduvai hominins regularly scavenged car-
casses killed by carnivores, taking what they could get

(Shipman 1984). Numerous mammalian bones dated to
2.58-2.7 mya, with cut marks indicating butchery have

recently been found at Gona, Ethiopia (Dominguez-
Rodrigo et al. 2005). It is now widely accepted that scav-

enging for meat was more likely than hunting among
early hominins.

Taphonomists have also reexamined data from east-

ern African sites once thought to have been home bases,

where tools were kept and to which early hominins re-

turned to share meat. They found no convincing evi-

dence of hearths or shelters or other structures that are

found at the campsites of later human groups. In some

cases, they concluded that the site in question was a car-

nivore lair or simply a location beside a body of water
that attracted many different kinds of animals, some of
whose remains ended up buried there. Modern human
foragers who hunt for meat never use the same kill site

for very long, leading taphonomists to conclude that
their hominin ancestors probably did not do so either.

In some cases, both hominins and carnivores may have

used a site, and the problem lies in determining which
group of animals was responsible for which bones. Fi-

nally, it is important to remember how small and scat-

tered these ancient hominin populations were (Tattersall

and DeSalle 2071,75-76), which makes their traces even

harder to find.
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The home-base hypothesis for ancient collections of
tools and bones has thus been called into question. Rick

Potts, however, has offered his "stone cache hypothesis"

to explain how stones and bones might have accumu-

lated at Olduvai 2 mya. Using a computer simulation,
he found that the most efficient way for early hominins
to get stones and animal carcasses together would be to

cache (or hide) stones at various spots in areas where

they hunted and bring carcasses to the nearest cache for
processing. Early hominins might have created the first
stone caches accidentally but would have returned to
them regularly whenever stone tools were needed, thus

reconstmcting their niche by creating a collection of
stones and animal parts. In Potts's view stone cache sites

could turn into home bases once hominins could defend

these sites against carnivores. He hypothesizes that this

Homo erectus The species of large-brained, robust hominins that lived

between 1.8 and 0.4 mya.

new way of using the landscape could have created the

conditions favoring selection for "a large bodied, diur-
nal, sweaty, long-distance walking hominid" like Homo

a'ectus (Potts 1993, 65).

Who Was Homo erectus
(1.8-1 .7 mya to 0.5-0.4 mya)?
Fossils of early Homo disappear around the beginning of
the Pleistocene, about 1.8 mya, by either evolving into
or being replaced by large-brained, robust hominins
called Homo erectus (Figure 4.1,5). H. a?ctus seems to
have coexisted in eastern Africa with the robust austra-

lopithecines until between 1.2 and 0.7 mya, when the

australopiths became extinct, and was the first hominin
species to migrate out of Africa, apparently shortly after

it first appeared, A collection of cranial and postcranial

hominin fossils found in the Republic of Georgia (part

of the former Soviet Union) date to 1.8 mya and appear
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FIGURE 4.16 The most complete H. erectus (or H. ergaster\
skeleton ever discovered is KNM-WT 15000 from Kenya.

Believed to have been a 12-year-old boy, this fossil includes a
nearly complete postcranial skeleton.

to represent an early Homo erectus population of this
kind. Five adult crania from this population showed a

range of phenotypic variation that may have character-

ized early populations of H. erectus in general (Lordkip-
anidze et al. 2013). One of these crania belonged to an

individual who had lost all his teeth long before he died.
Tattersall (2012, 723) interprets this individual's survival
as evidence of support from other members of his social
group. Rocks yielding H. erectus fossils from Java have

been dated to 1.8 and 1.7 mya; and Chinese fossils, in-
cluding the famous specimens from Zhoukoudian near

Beijing, are from 700,000-900,000 to 250,000 years

old. No agreed-upon H. aectus fossils have been found
in western Europe, although artifacts have been found at
European sites that date from the time when H. erectus

was living in Africa and Asia (Browne 1994; Boaz 1995,

33; Klein 2OO9,367).

The earliest known African H. a'ectus fossil (some-

times called H. ergaster) is of a boy found at the Nar-

iokotome III site, on the west side of Lake Turkana in
1984 (Figure 4.16). Dated to t.7 mya, the Turkana boy
is the most complete early hominin skeleton ever found
and different from other H. erectus specimens in several

ways. First, the boy was taller: it was estimated that he

would have been more than six feet tall had he reached

adulthood. Such a tall, slim body build, found in some

indigenous eastem African peoples today, is interpreted

as an adaptation to tropical heat. From this, it has been

argued that the Turkana b6fs body was cooled by sweat-

ing and "may thus have been the first hominin species

to possess a largely hairless, naked skin" (Klein 2009,

326). Second, the size and shape of the Turkana boy's

thoracic canal are less developed than our own. Nerves

passing through this Lony canal control muscles used

for breathing, and modern human speech makes special

demands on these muscles. It appears that neural control
over breathing was less developed in H. srectus, casting

doubt on their abilityto speak (Walker 1993). Third, the

Turkana boy looks very different from Javanese H. et'ectus

specimens. Some argue that if H. erectus was living in
Java at the same time that the Turkana boy was living in
eastern Africa, they probably belonged to separate spe-

cies. Thus, paleoanthropologists have reconsidered the

possible taxonomic relationships among the various fos-

sils traditionally assigaed to H. et'ectus, and they have de-

vised new evolutionary trees (see Figure 5.30).

Morphological Traits of H. erectus
Morphological traits traditionally used to assign fossils

to H. erectus involve its cranium, its dentition, and its
postcranial skeleton. The cranial capacity of H. erectus

averages around 1,000 cm3 (Figure 4.17), a significant
advance over early Homo, for whom cranial capacity

ranged from 610 lo 75O cm3. In addition, the skull of
H. nectus possesses a number of distinctive morpholog-
ical features, including heavy brow ridges, a five-sided

cranial profile (when viewed from the rear), and a bony
protuberance at the rear of the skull called a "nuchal
crest." The molars of H. et'ectus are reduced in size, and

the jawbones less robust than those of early Homo. ln
addition, the wear patterns on teeth are different from
those found on the molars of early Homo. The enamel of
H. erechts is heavily pitted and scratched, suggesting that
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FIGURE 4.17 This H. erectusfossil (ER 3733) from Lake
Turkana, in Kenya, has a cranial capacity of about 850 cm3

its diet was significantly different from that of previous
hominins, whose tooth enamel was much smoother.

The postcranial skeleton of H. erectus is somewhat
more robust than modern human skeletons but is other-
wise like our own (see Figure 5.15). In addition, sexual
dimorphism is much reduced in H. erectus; males are

only 20-300/o larger than females. Reduced sexual di-
morphism in primates is often thought to indicate re-

duced competition for mates among males and to be
associated with monogamy and male contributions to
the care of offspring. What reduced sexual dimorphism
may have meant for H. avctus, however, is still an open
question.

An assemblage of bones discovered on the Indone-
sian island of Flores in 2003, called Homo floresiensis, may
have belonged to a so-called dwarf form of Homo erec-

tas (Brown et al. 2oO4; Morwood et al. 2004; Lahr and
Foley 2004). When biologists speak of "dwarf forms of
large mammals, they are describing normally propor-
tioned but considerably smaller varieties of mammalian

Acheulean tradition A Lower Paleolithic stone-tool tradition associated
with Homo erectus and characterized by stone bifaces, or "hand axes."

Early Stone Age (ESA) The conventional name given to the period when
Oldowan and Acheulean stone-tool traditions flourished in Africa.

species that have frequently evolved on islands. Most of
the bones ranged from between 38,000 and 13,000
years of age. It appears that, apart from its small stat-
ure, -FI. tloresiensis used stone tools and fire like other
populations of H. erectus and hunted dwarf elephants
on the island. Since its discovery some scholars have
argued that small stature and other unusual features of the
skeleton of H. Jbresiensis suggest that the bones belonged
to modem H. sapiens individuals suffering from a pathol-
ogy such as microcephaly or, more recently, endemic cre-

tinism (e.g., Oxnard et al. 2010). These views have been
qrstematicallychallenged by others (e.g., Falk et al. 2009).
Unless and until more and better preserved bones are

found, it does not appear that these disagreements will
be resolved. It has been proposed that H. floresimsis may
have close affinities to the earliest Homo populations to
have left Africa (Tattersall2O72, 133; Fleagle 2013, 382).
In any case, the stdtus of H, floresiensrs does not affect our
overall understanding of human evolutionary pattems
(Klein 2009, 724).

The Culture of H. erectus
Traditionally, the appearance of H. erectus in the fossil
record has been linked to the appearance of a new
stone-tool tradition in the archaeological record: the
Acheulean tradition. Acheulean stone tools come in
a variety of forms, but the Acheulean biface, or "hand
ax," is the most characteristic (Figure 4.18). Acheulean
bifaces are shaped from stone cores perhaps twice the
size of Oldowan cores. Acheulean tools replaced Old-
owan tools in the archaeological record shortly after the
appearance of H, erectus. Archaeologists traditionally
assign the Acheulean tradition and the Oldowan tradi-
tion to a single period known as the Lower Paleolithic in
Europe and the Early Stone Age (ESA) in Africa.

In recent years the clear-cut association of Acheu-
lean tools with H. erectus has been questioned. First,
researchers have found African stone-tool assemblages

between 1.5 and l 4 million years old that contain both
Oldowan and larger biface tools, but it is not known
which hominins made and used these tools. Second,
typical Acheulean tools continue to appear in African
sites containing fossils of early H. sapiens over a million
years later. The conclusion seems to be that there is no
one-to-one correspondence between a particular stone-
tool tradition and a particular hominin species. Put an-
other way, more than one hominin species may have

made and used tools that we assign to a single archaeo-
logical culture.

The Acheulean tradition in Africa and Europe
changed very little over a period of slightly more than
a million years, disappearing about 200,000 years ago.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

FlGURE4.18 Althoughthebiface,or"handax"(o),isthebest-knowntool fromtheAcheuleantradition,othercoretools,suchas
scrapers (b), choppers (c and d), and cleavers (e), have also been found. For reasons that are not well understood, large bifaces are

rarely found in otherwise similar Asian assemblages.

As long as 1 million years ago, however, stone-tool as-

semblages found in eastern Asia were quite different, re-

flecting adaptations to the very different environments

invaded by H. erectus and its descendants (Klein 2009,

281). The best-known stone-tool assemblages associated

with H. erectus in China lack large bifaces and consist

mostly of flakes. Although bifaces have been found in
other east Asian early Paleolithic sites, they are few in
number, more crudely made than Acheulean bifaces,

and more recent in date (around 200,000 years old)
(Klein 2009, 386-87). Brian Fagan (1990, 119) pointed
out that areas in which large bifaces are rare coincide
roughly with the distribution of bamboo and other
forest materials in Asia. He argued that bamboo would
have made excellent tools capable of doing the work per-

formed elsewhere by stone bifaces.

H. erectus also used fire, the best evidence for which
comes from the site of Gesher Benot Ya'akov in Israel

(780,000 years ago) and Zhoukoudian, China, and
Europe (between 670,000 and 400,000 years ago) (Klein
2009, 412-73). Burned cobbles and bones from a south-
ern African site suggest that African H. erectlts (H. ergasta')

may have had intermittent control of fire a million years

earlier than this (Tattersall2012, 111-12).

H. erectus the Hunter?
Some paleoanthropologists claimed that IJ. a'ectus was

primarily a hunter of big game, based on the fact that the
bones of animals such as elephants and giant baboons
were found in association with Acheulean tools in such

important sites as Zhoukoudian. However, taphonomists
question the assumption that H. erectus hunters killed
the animals whose bones have been found together with
Acheulean tools. As Lewis Binford and C. K. Ho (1985)

have shown, doubts about how to interpret the bone

assemblages from Zhoukoudian were raised almost as

soon as the site was excavated. It is extremely difficult to
determine whether elephant or baboon bones got into
the caves as the restit of carnivore or human activity.

Although evidence of fire was found at Zhoukoudian,
Binford and Ho called for a thorough reexamination of
claims connecting fire to human activities in the caves;

and they found no evidence to support the idea that
H. erectus used fire to cook meat.

Many of the H. erectus skulls found in Zhoukoudian
lacked faces and parts of the cranial base. Some schol-

ars interpret the skull damage as evidence thal H. erectus

practiced cannibalism. However, other scholars propose

that hyena activity and the compacting of natural cave

deposits are more reasonable, if less lurid, explanations

for the condition of those skulls.

Earlier in the chapter, we discussed the hypothesis

that bipedal locomotion enabled endurance walking
and daylight hunting among the australopiths. Recent

research has suggested lhat endw'ance running may also

have played a crucial role in the evolution of later hom-
inins, linking the emergence of new forms of hunting
with the appearance of Homo erectus. Biological anthro-
pologist Daniel Lieberman and human biologist Dennis

Bramble point out that endurance running is not found
among primates other than humans and that the distinc-

tive characteristics of human endurance running are un-
usual among mammals in general. For example, many

people are aware that most mammals can outsprint
human beings, but they may not realize that humans

can outrun almost all other mammals (sometimes even

horses) for marathon-length distances (Lieberman and

Bramble 2007 , 289). Lieberman and Bramble argue that
endurance running could have been a very powerful
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adaptation to the environments in which later hominins
such as Homo avctus were living (see Iater discussion in
this chapter).

Three sets of adaptations make human endurance
running possible: energetics (the flow and transforma-
tion of energy), stabilization (how the body keeps from
falling), and temperature regulation (maintaining body
temperature within limits), Human energetic adapta-
tions include tendons and ligaments in the legs and
feet that are absent or very much smaller in other pri-
mates. These anatomical structures store energy and
then push the body forward in a gait that is fundamen-
tally different from the mechanics of walking. Human
stabilization adaptations affect the center of mass and
balance during running. These adaptations include a

ligament that helps keep the head stable during run-
ning and an enlarged gluteus maximus (the muscle that
makes up the distinctively large human buttocks). The
gluteus maximus, which hardly contracts during level
walking, contracts strongly during running, stiffening
the torso and providing a counterbalance to the for-
ward tilt of the trunk.

Human temperature regulation adaptations address

what Lieberman and Bramble (2007, 289) consider the
biggest physiological challenge that runners face: muscle
activity generated by running generates as much as ten
times more heat than does walking. Most mammals
stop galloping after short distances because they cannot
cool their body temperature fast enough to prevent hy-

perthnmia, or overheating. "Humans, uniquely, can run
long distances in hot, arid conditions that cause hlper-
thermia in other mammals, largely because we have

become specialized sweaters" (Lieberman and Bramble
2007,289). Humans have less body hair and many more
sweat glands than do other mammals, which allows for
effective body cooling through evapotranspiration. By

contrast, other mammals cool down by panting, which
requires them to slow down from a gallop, if not stop
running altogether.

When and why did humans become good at run-
ning long distances? Lieberman and Bramble (2007)
argue that running emerged long after bipedal walking
evolved-about 2 million years ago, at the time of the
transition to Homo erectus. They argue that endurance
running made scavenging meat and especially hunting
of medium- to large-sized mammals increasingly suc-

cessful, They also argue that it made persistence hunt-
ing possible: long-distance hominin runners forced prey

animals to run at speeds that they could not endure for
long driving the animals to hyperthermia. The animals
could then be killed by the only weapons available to
hominins such as H. ereckts-simple stone tools and
sharpened, untipped, thrusting spears.

Biological anthropologist Richard Wrangham
(2009) suggests that the transition to H. srectus was
pushed by the control of fire, which led to an increas-
ing reliance on cooked food. In his view cooking was

of major importance in human evolution: "The newly
delicious cooked diet led to their evolving smaller guts,

bigger brains, bigger bodies, and reduced body hair"
(194), as well as smaller teeth, since cooked foods are

softer than raw foods. For Wrangham, the things that
separate humanity from the other primates are the con-
sequences ofcooking.

What Happened to H. erectus?
H. erectus has long been seen as a logical link between
more primitive hominins and our own species, H. sa-

piens. When paleciinthropologists assumed that evolu-
tion proceeded in a gradualistic manne! getting from
H. erectus lo H. sapiens seemed unproblematic. But
thinking of speciation in terms of punctuated equi-
libria changes. things. On the one hand, Richard Klein
(2009) conchides that "H. ergaster and H. erectus re-
sembled each other closely, and reasonable specialists
can disagree on whether they can be separated" (329).
On the other hand, Ian Tattersall (2009) contrasts the
fossil record in Asia with the fossil record in Africa
during the crucial period between 2 and 1.5 million
years ago. During this period, he says, Africa "seems to
have been a hotbed of evolutionary experimentation,"
producing a variety of species of early Homo, one of
which was H. ergaster, whereas Asian fossils assigned to
Homo erectus show much greater morphological simi-
larity, suggesting little or no evolutionary experimenta-
tion (Tattersall 2009, 240). Phyletic gradualists could
argue that very little change in H. erectus morphology
is still more than no change at all; some trends, such

as a slight increase in cranial capacity from earlier to
later H. erectus skulls, support their argument. Il how-
ever, regional populations of H. erectus are better un-
derstood as separate species, this argument requires
revision.

Still, the scope of evolutionary adaptation attained
by H. erectus surpassed that of earlier Homo species such

as H. habilk. The postcranial skeleton of H, erectus was

essentially modern in form, and its brain was consid-
erably larger than that of its precursors. These features

apparently allowed populations of H. erectus to make

more elaborate tools and to move successfully into arid,
seasonal environments in Africa and cooler climates in
Eurasia. As best we can tell now, it was from among these
populations that the first members of our own species,

H. sapiens, issued forth.
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FIGURE 4.19 The major sites providing fossils assigned to archaic H. sapiens.

How Did Homo sopiens Evolve?

What ls the Fossil Evidence for the
Transition to Modern H. sdpiens?
The relatively rich and reasonably uniform fossil record
associated withH, erecws disappears after about 500,000
years ago, to be replaced by a far patchier and more
varied fossil record. Some 30 sites in Africa, Europe,

and Asia have yielded a collection of fossils sometimes
called early or archaic Homo sapiens (Figures 4.19 and
4.20). Most of these fossils consist of fragmented crania,
jaws, and teeth. Postcranial bones thought to belong
to archaic H. sapians are robust, like those of. H, erec-

tus, but they are difficult to interpret because they are

few in number and poorly dated and show considerable
variation. Interpreting variation is particularly problem-
atic when only a few specimens are available for analy-
sis (Hager 1997). Arguments about interpretations of
these fossils have grown heated at.times, precisely be-
cause their resolution has implications for the way we

understand not just the fate of H. erectus but also the
birth of our own species.

Paleoanthropologist Giinter Briiuer used cladistic

methods to compare all the skulls from Africa that had

been assigned to archaic H, sapiers. Briiuer (1989, 132)

argued that his morphological analpis showed that
modem H. sapiens evolved from H. srecn$ only once,

in Africa, and that the period of transition from archaic

H. sapims to modern H. sapiens was slow taking some

tens of thousands of years. Such a conclusion might
be interpreted as an argument for the evolution of
modem H. sapiens as a result of phyletic gradualism.

But is a period of tens of thousands of years relatively

long or relatively short, geologically speaking? G, Philip
Rightmire favors a punctuationist analysis of the evolu-

tion of modern H, sapims. That is, he regards H, erectus

archalc llomo sopiens Hominins dating from 500,000 to 200,000 years

ago that possessed morphological features found in both Homo erecfus and
Homo sapiens,
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FIGURE 5.20 Fossils assigned to archaic H. sapiens include
the Broken Hill skull, from Kabwe, Zambia.

"as a real species, stable during a long time period"
(Rightmire 1995, 487; see also Rightmire 1990). The

appearance of modem H. sapiens would have followed
the punctuation of this equilibrium some 200,000 years

ago. If Rightmire's analysis is correct, then the period
of evolutionary stability he claims for H. ercctus would
continue up to the appearance of the first anatomically
modern populations of H. sapiens.

Paleoanthropologist Ian Tattersall also favors a

punctuationist explanation for the origins of H. sapiens,

but he does not agree that all regional populations as-

signed to H. erectus belonged to a single species. All ar-

chaic H. sapiens fossils between 600,000 and 200,000
years of agq from Europe, Africa, and China, are included
by Tattersall in the fossil species Homo heidelbergensk; he

describes H. heidelba'gensis as the first "cosmopolitan"
hominin species, and he locates is origin somewhere
within earlyAfrican Homo (Tattersall 2012, 135-36). Tat-

tersall also believes that H. heidelbergensis was responsi-

ble for a number of cultural innovations dated to this
time period: shelter construction, domestication of fire,

fabrication of spears, and the prepared-core technique of
stone-tool manufacture (Tattersall 2013, 138-41). In the

replacement model The hypothesis that only one subpopulation of
Homo erectus, probably located in Africa, undeMent a rapid spurt of evolu-

tion to produce Homo sopiens 2OO,000-100,000 years ago, After that time,
H. soplens would itself have multiplied and moved out of Africa, gradually
populating the globe and eventually replacing any remaining populations of
H. erectus or lheir descendants.

mid-1990s, moreovet paleoanthropologists working in
limestone caves in the Sierra de Atapuerca, Spain, discov-

ered fragments of hominin bones and teeth that are nearly
800,000 years old (Bermridez de Castro et al. 1997).

They argue that it is an offshoot of H. ergaster (African
H. aectus) and may be ancestral to both H. heidelbergensk

and H. sapians. Not only are these the earliest well-dated
hominin fossils ever found in Europe, but they also dis-

play a mix of modern and erectus-like features that do
not match those of H. heidelbergensls. As a result, the
Spanish scholars assigned these fossils to a new species,

Homo antecessor (antecessor is Latin for "explorer, pioneer,

early settler," an appropriate name for the earliest known
hominin population in Europe). Other paleoanthro-
pologists seem willing to accept H. antecessor as a valid
species but believe that not enough evidence yet exists to
link it firmly to other species that came before or after it.

The same tedin of Spanish paleontologists also

discovered hominin fossils at Atapuerca that appear to
represent avery early stage in Neandertal evolution (Ar-

suaga et al. 1993). ln 2OO7, improved uranium-series
dating methods showed that these fossils were at Ieast

530,000 y"urrrold (Tauersall 2072, 1.56).

Today, most experts place the African and European

fossils once classified as "archaic Homo sapiens" into the

species H. heidelbergensis. Originating in Africa some

600,000 years ago, it "may lie close to the origin of the

European and African lineages that led to the Neander-

thals and modern humans, respectively" (Tattersall 2009,

281). This conclusion is based on the judgment that
these fossils all show derived morphological features not
present inH. erectus, but none shows any of the derived
features that are distinctive of either Neandertals or
modern humans (Stringer and Andrews 2005, i50-51).
H. heidelbergensis "could have emerged in the same

kind of rapid burst that may have produced H. ergaster

a million years earlier" (Klein 2009, 433).

Where Did Modern H. sspiens
Come from?
As noted above, the fossils of archaicH. sapiens play a cru-

cial role in a test case for the proponents of speciation by
punctuated equilibrium. Punctuationists, as we saw view

H. erectw as a single, long-lived, geographically dispersed

species. They hypothesize that only one subpopulation
of this species, probably located in Africa, underwent a

rapid spurt of evolution to produce H. sapiens 200,000-
100,000 years ago. After that, H. sapims itself multiplied
and moved out of Africa, gradually populating the globe

and eventually replacing any remaining populations of
H. erectus or their descendants. This scenario is usually

called the "out of Africa" or replacement model.
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The factor triggering this evolutionary spurt is usu-

ally thought to be the pattem of fluctuating climate and

environmental change caused by the repeated advance

and retreat of ice sheets during the Late Pleistocene. In
Europe, the last such warm period began about 128,000

years ago; a cooling trend began about 118,000 years ago

and peaked about 20,000 years ago; and then the earth's

climate warmed up again and the glaciers retreated. In
Africa, by contrastr hominin populations experienced

strong arid-moist fluctuations called "megadroughts" be-

tween about 135,000 and 75,000 years ago (Potts 2012,

161). By about 12,000 years ago, the climatic pattem we

know today had been established (Fagan 1990, 12ff.).
Howeveq, some gradualists reject this scenario

(Wolpoff 1985, 1989; Thorne and Wolpoff 1992; Frayer

et al. 1993). Milford Wolpoff argued that evolution from
H. erectw lo H. sapiens occurred gradually throughout
the traditional range of H. erectus. According to Wolpoff,
as each regional population evolved from H. erectus to
H. sapiens, it retained its distinct physical appearance,

which was the result of adaptation to regional selection
pressures. Wolpoff found morphological similarities be-

tween European H. erectus and later European Neander-

tals, between H. erectus from Java and later Australian H.

sapiens, and between Chinese H. erectus and later Chi-
nese H. sapiens. A complex pattern of gene flow would
have spread any new adaptations arising in one regional
population to all the others, while at the same time pre-

venting those populations from evolving into separate

species. Wolpoffs view is usually called the regional
continuity model.

A debate has persisted between proponents ofthese
two models, but as paleoanthropologist Leslie Aiello
(1993) points out, "neither of these hypotheses, in their
extreme forms, are fully consistent with the known fossil
record for human evolution in the Middle and Late

Pleistocene." Marta Lahr and Robert Foley (1994) pro-
posed that regional patterns of morphological variation
in anatomically modern H. sapiens may be the conse-
quence of several different migrations out of Africa by
phenotypically different African populations at different
times and using different routes.

Taking into account these complications, biological
anthropologist lohn Relethford (2001) proposed what
has been called the "mostly out of Africa" model. Rele-

thford agreed with advocates of the replacement model
that the fossil evidence suggested an African origin for
modern human anatlmy. However, Relethford argued

that this did not necessarily mean that the entire con-
tents of the modern human gene pool were exclusively
from Africa as well. Chris Stringer (2012,25), the most
prominent paleoanthropologist to defend a recent Afri-
can origin for modern H . sapiens, also states that dispersal

events back "into Africa" surely played a role in our spe-

cies' early history Genetic evidence to resolve the matter
was lacking at the time he wrote, but Relethford did not
rule out the possibility that anatomically modern popu-
lations might have exchanged genes, to a greater or lesser

degree, with archaic populations they encountered after
they had left Africa for the rest of the Old World. Recent

successes by scientists in recovering DNA from ancient
hominin fossils are providing genetic evidence that can

test some of these possibilities, as we will see later in
our discussion of connections between Neandertals and
anatomically modern humans.

Who Were the Neandertals
(1 30,000-35,000 Yea rs Ago)?
Neandertals get their name from the Neander Tal

("Neander Valley"), in Germany, where a fossil skullcap
and some postcranial bones were discovered in 1856.

Thereafter, paleoanth;opologists used the name Nean-
dertal to refer to other fossils from Europe and western

Asia that appeared to belong to populations of the same

kind (Figure 4.21). The first Neandertals appeared about
130,000 years ago. The youngest known Neandertal
fossil, from France, is about 35,000 years old; and an-

other, from Spain, may be even younger, at 27,000 years

of age (Hublin et al. 1996). After this date, Neandertals
disappear from the fossil record.

Because numerous cranial and postcranial bones

have been recovered, paleoanthropologists have been

able to reconstruct Neandertal morphology with some

confidence (Figure 4.22), Neandertals were shorter
and more robust than modern H. sapiens, with massive

skulls, continuous brow ridges, and protruding, chinless

faces. Neandertal teeth are larger than those of modern
human populations and have enlarged pulp cavities and
fused roots, a condition known as taurodontisrn. Unlike
modem human beings, Neandertal lower jaws possess

a gap behind the third molar called a reh'oruolar spoce,

which results from the extreme forward placement of
teeth in the jaw. This forward placement and the charac-

teristic wear patterns on Neandertal incisors suggest that
Neandertals regularly used their front teeth as a clamp
(Stringer and Andrews 2005, 755; Klein 2009, 461).

regional continuity model The hypothesis that evolution from Homo

erectus to Homo soprens occurred gradually throughout the traditional range

of H. erectus.

Neandertals An archaic species of Horno that lived in Europe and western
Asia 1 30,000-35,000 years ago.
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FIGURE 4.21 Major Neandertal sites, indicating the concentration of these hominins in Europe and southwestern Asia, Note

also the location of Denisova Cave in Russian Siberia, where Pleistocene fossils with DNA distinct from Neandertals were recovered.
Mitochondrial DNA recovered from a fossil hominin from Sima de los Huesos in northern Spain shows connections to the mtDNA
of the Denisovan fossils. These data suggest more population movement and mixing among Pleistocene hominins than previously
suspected.

The average Neandertal cranial capacity ( 1,520 cmr)
is actually larger than that of modern human popula-

tions (1,400 cm3); howevet the braincase is elongated,

with a receding forehead, unlike the rounded crania

and domed foreheads of modem humans. Fossilized

impressions of Neandertal brains appear to show the

same pattern of difference between the left and right
halves (brain asymmeh!) that is found in modern human
brains. Among other things, this suggests that Neander-

tals were usually right-handed. Brain asymmetries are

not unique to modern human beings-or even to pri-
mates. H. L. Dibble (1989) argues that we cannot con-

clude that Neandertal brains functioned like ours simply
because we share the same pattem of brain asymmetries.

If Neandertal and anatomically modern human popu-
lations descended from the same ancestral group (i.e.,

some form of archaic H. sapiens), then it is likely that
both groups inherited similarly functioning brains.

Neandertal postcranial skeletons are not signifi-
cantly different from those of modern human beings,

but the pelvis and femur are quite distinct (Aiello 1993,

82). Neandertal robusticity and the markings for muscle

attachment on their limbs suggest that they were heav-

ily muscled. Differences in the Neandertal hand suggest

to paleoanthropologists that it had an unusually pow-

erful grip. Some paleoanthropologists explain Neander-

tal robusticity as an adaptation to the stress of glacial

conditions in Europe. Neandertals who lived in the far

milder climate of western Asia were equally robust, how-
ever, making this explanation not entirely convincing.
The Neandertal pubic bone is longer and thinner than

that of modern human beings. Erik Trinkaus (198a)
concluded that the Neandertal birth canal was larger as

well, but B. O. Arensburg (1989), another Neandertal

expert, found no evidence for a larger birth canal. He re-

lated the length of the Neandertal pubic bone to posture
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FIGURE 4.22 A recent reconstruction of a Neandertal
skeleton.

and locomotion. More recently, Holly Dunsworth and
Leah Eccleston have argued that "childbirth is a much
more dynamic process than can be reconstructed from
bones alone, so the hominin fossil record provides lim-
ited and tenuous information" (2015 , 60). First, humans
give birth to large fat babies, which increases difficulties
in childbirth, and this trend may have began before the
appearance of the genus Homo. Second, "primate birth is

a social event" (2015, 59), even for nonhuman primates
like bonobos, which do not possess the features of pelvic
anatomy and infant size that make human birthing diffi-
cult. In short, "fossils may be blinding us to other signifi-
cant contributors to childbirth difficulty, " many of which
may be related to the social and personal circumstances
underwhich human women give birth (2015, 60). These
circumstances were seriously reshaped with the adoption
of agriculture, which altered nourishment and growth
patterns for human mothers and fetuses; "it is likely that

there was never more childbirth difficulty than there is

now and in recent history" (2015, 60).
The morphological differences that distinguish

modern human beings from the Neandertals are not
considered to be greater than the differences that dis-

tinguish two subspecies within some species of mam-
mals. Moreover, as we shall see, genetic information
from ancient DNA indicates not only that Neandertals
apparently exchanged genes with a previously unknown
"Denisovan" population in Russian Siberia, but also

that ancient mitochondrial DNA from the Denisovans
appears closely related to ancient mitochondrial DNA
from a fossil from Sima de los Huesos in Spain (Meyer

et al. 2014). Paleoanthropologists these days are recog-

nizing that mobility and processes of reticulation among
ancient hominin populations were much greater than

suspected, and they are reconsidering how boundaries
between fossil species ougitt to be understood.

What Do We Know about
M iddle Paleblithic/M iddle
Stone Age Culture?
Late archaic human populations in Europe, Africa, and
southwestem Asia are associated with a new stone-tool
tradition, the Mousterian tradition, named after the

cave in Le Moustier, France, where the first samples of
these tools were discovered. Mousterian tools are as-

signed to the Middle Paleolithic, whereas similar tools
from Africa are assigned to the Middle Stone Age (MSA).

They differ from the Lower Paleolithic/ESA tools in that
they consist primarily of flakes, not cores. Many Mous-

terian flakes, moreover, were produced by the Levallois

technique of core preparation. The earliest MSA tool in-
dustries in Africa are probably about 200,000 years old.

The earliest Mousterian industries of Europe may be

equally old, but dating is far less certain because radio-
metric techniques cannot provide reliable dates for this
period. Although Neandertals were responsible for Mous-

terian tools in western Europe, similar tools were made by

non-Neandertal populations elsewhere (Mellars 1996, 5).

Despite differing names and a distribution that
covers more than one continent, most Mousterian/MSA

stone-tool assemblages are surprisingly similar, consist-

ing of flake tools that were retouched to make scrapers

Mousterian tradition A Middle Paleolithic stone-tool tradition
associated with Neandertals in Europe and southwestern Asia and

with anatomically modern human beings in Africa.

Middle Stone Age (MSA) The name given to the period of Mousterian
stone-tool tradition in Africa, 200,000-40,000 years ago.
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Bad Hair Days in the Paleolithic

Modern (Re)Constructions of the
Cave Man

Judith Berman hos written obout how Paleolithic

human beings have been visually stereotyped in

Western culture since the end of the nineteenth

century.

The Cave Man looks as he does because he is a repre-
sentation of our ideas about human nature and human
origins. His image is not necessarily based on scientific
data, but is rather anchored in and entwined with other
tremendously puissant representations deriving from
pagan and Judaeo-Christian traditions. We are readily
convinced of the "truth" of Cave Man images because

they seem "natural" or familiar to us; in fact, they draw on
a set of conventionalized observations about the origins
and natural history of humans,

Hairstyles are a clue to where on the evolutionary tree
an artist or illustrator places his or her subject. Certainly

a thick coat of body hair and ungroomed head hair puts

an ancestor a great distance from modern humans (al-

though we have no data on when a hairy coat was lost),

while most Neanderthals have longer and untidier hair
than Upper Paleolithic humans. Now these may be per-

fectly accurate representations of our ancestors, but we

have no data on this subject until the Upper Paleolithic.

Hair is our marker of evolutionary position; the further
away from our animal origins, the more it is under con-

trol. (ln many of the pictorial histories of humankind, later
humans leave the Pqleolithic behind, put on good Neo-

lithic cloth coats, invent headbands and pageboys, and

settle down on their farms.)
So far, we have delineated some of the natural history

of the convention of the Cave Man and have examined
the significancerof his hair, But why should this Cave Man

matter so to us? The Cave Man is a representation of our
ancestors; the fact of evolution forces us to acknowledge
that the Cave Man resides within each of us. He is our
animal, primitive sell before the limits of society.

Source.' Berman 1999, 297.

l+*#t

CharlesR.Knight's1921 paintingof NeandertalsfortheAmericanMuseumof Natural HistoryinNewYorkCityfollowsthe
convention Judith Berman describes, giving them ungroomed head hair to mark their great distance from modern humans
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

and points (Figure 4.23). Flint was the stone of choice in
Europe and southwestern Asia, but quartzite and some

volcanic rock types were widely used in Africa, where

flint is absent. Most Mousterian/MSA sites are rock shel-

ters located near what were once sources of fresh water.

The rock shelters were probably living sites because

many contained hearths as well as stone tools. Interest-

ingly, Mousterian sites found in the European part of
the former Soviet Union appear to be the earliest hom-
inin sites that exist in these areas. This might mean that
Neandertals were the first hominins capable of settling
areas with such a cold, harsh climate.

Mousterian/MSA tools are more varied than the

l,ower Paleolithic/ESA tools that preceded them. Archae-

ologists have offered three different explanations for
the variation found in western Europe. Frangois Bordes

identified five major Mousterian variants and thought
they represented five different cultural traditions. Iewis
and Sally Binford countered that what Bordes had iden-
tified were actually varied tool kits that a single group

of people might have used to perform different func-
tions or to carry out different tasks at different times of
the year. Both these interpretations were rejected by H.
L. Dibble and Nicolas Rolland, who saw the "variety"
of Mousterian assemblages as a blproduct of other fac-

tors, such as periodic resharpening (which changed the
shapes of tools and reduced their size until they were

discarded) or the different kinds of stone the toolmakers
had used (see Mellars 1996). Archaeologist Paul Mellars
reviewed the evidence for each of these arguments, and
he concluded that Bordes's original interpretation is the
most plausible. Each Mousterian variant has a distinct
pattem of spatial and chronological distribution, and
some industries are characterized by specific tools that
do not occur in the other variants. For Mellars (1996),
this shows "a real element of cultural patteming" (355).

What other cultural remains are there from the

Middle Paleolithic? In westem Europg Neandertals left
traces of hearths, although their sites were not centered

FIGURE 4.23 Mousterian
tools were primarily flake tools,
commonly produced by the
Levallois technique of core
preparation.

(e)

around hearths, as is typical of the Upper Paleolithic.

The evidence for stone walls is ambiguous, but there is

good evidence for pits and even a posthole, especially
at Combe-Grenal in f'ranie, where Bordes excavated

(Mellars t996,295). Moreover, we know that Neander-

tals deliberately buried their dead, often with arms and
legs folded against their upper bodies. A number of the

most famous Neandeqal finds, such as La Ferrassie in
France and Shanidar Cave in Iraq are grave sites. Many
paleoanthropologists interpret deliberate burials as evi-

dence for the beginnings of human religion. Accumula-

tions of bear skulls found at some European sites have

been interpreted as collections Neandertals made for use

in a "cave bear cult." Flower pollen scattered over the

Shanidar burial was interpreted as the remains of flowers

moumers had placed on the grave. Fragments of natural

red or black pigments were interpreted as possible ritual
cosmetics. Howevet taphonomic analyses question

these interpretations. For example, the cave bear skulls

may simply have accumulated where cave bears died;

flower pollen was found throughout the Shanidar site

and may have been introduced by burrowing rodents;

red and black pigments may have been used to tan hides

or change the color of objects. Klein points out that Ne-

andertals made no formal bone artifacts, and he believes

some so-called Neandertal art objects may be intrusions
from later deposits; that is, they may be artifacts made

by more recent populations that accidentally found their
way into Neandertal strata as the result of natural forces

(Klein 2009, 528), The anatomically modern peoples

who came after the Neandertals, by contrast, left a pro-

fusion of decorative objects made of bone, ivory antleq,

and shell (Mellars 1 9 9 6; Stringer and Andrews 2005, 272

ff.; Klein 2009, 660 ff.). Tattersall (2012) proposes that
"the physical origin of our species lay in a short-term

intrusions Artifacts made by more recent populations that find their way
into more ancient strata as the result of natural forces.
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event of major developmental reorganization, even if
that event was likely driven by a rather minor structural
innovation at the DNA leotel" (207).Tattersall thinks this
reorganization event probably occurred within a small,
isolated African Pleistocene population and that it took
a while for subsequent generations to gain awareness of
the new potentials for language and symbolic thought
that it made possible. That is, forTattersall (2012), lan-
guage and symbolic thought are best understood as

exaptations: "ln the case of Homo sapims the potential
for symbolic thought evidently just lurked there, unde-
tected, until it was released by a stimulus that must nec-

essarily have been a cultural one-the biology, after all,
was already in place" (211).

A very different kind of evidence may illustrate the
humanity of the Neandertals. All the data indicate that
Neandertals lived hard lives in a difficult habitat, and
many Neandertal bones show evidence of injuries, dis-
ease, and premature aging. To survive as long as they did,
the individuals to whom these bones belonged would
have needed to rely on others to care for them (Chase

1989, 330). As Klein (2009) observes, "group concern
for the old and sick may have permitted Neandertals to
live longer than any of their predecessors, and it is the
most recognizably human, nonmaterial aspect of their
behavior that can be directly inferred from the archaeo-
logical record" (585).

Did Neandertals Hunt?
Archaeologists in Germany and Britain have discovered
wooden spears that date to the period when Neandertals
were the only hominins in Europe (Klein 2009, 404-05).
In addition, several Mousterian stone points show what
appears to b,e impact damage, suggesting use as a weapon.
Animal remdirK'at,some sites in France and on the island
of fersey suggd3t that Neandertals collectively drove the ani-
mals over diffs or engaged in other kinds of mass-killing
strategies (Mellars 1996, 227-29), Archaeologists have
also found the bones of hoofed mammals such as deet
bison, and wild species of oxen, sheep, goats, and horses
at Eurasian Mousterian sites. As in other cases, howeveq,

it is often difficult-particularly at open-air sites-to tell
how many of these bones are the remains of Neandertal
meals and how many got to the site some other way. Fur-
thermore, at some Eurasian and African sites, the bones of
elephants and rhinoceros were used as building materials
and their flesh may not have been eaten.

What about the flesh of other Neandertals? As
we saw in our discussion of H. erectu.s, claims that
one or another hominin species practiced cannibal-
ism are made from time to time, often on the basis of
equivocal evidence. Sometimes the evidence is more

straightforward-for example, at Gran Dolina in Spain,
where butchered human bones were found together in
800,000-year-old deposits associated with H. anteces-

sor (Fernandez-lalvo et al. 1999). Persuasive evidence
of cannibalism in association with Neandertals has

been reported from the 100,000-year-old site of Moula
Guercy, in France (Defleur et al. 1993, 1999) and from
the 49,000-year-old site of El Sidron, in Spain (Lalueza-
Fox et al. 2005, 2010; Rosas et al. 2006). In borh sites,

the bones of a number of individuals show unmistak-
able signs of cut marks that indicated some or all of the
following: the deliberate cutting apart of bodies, the cut-
ting away of muscles, or the splitting of bones to extract
malrow. The question is how to interpret these findings.
Middle Paleolithic archaeologist Richard Klein suggests

that these remains might reflect a response to nutritional
stress rather than a regular dietary practice. He also sug-
gests that in somcj'cases the damage to human bones
may have been the work of carnivores that feasted on
human bodies they had dug out of graves, which still
happens in Africa today (Klein 2009,574-75). Biologi-
cal anthropologist lonathan Marks reminds us that nu-
merous contemporary human groups remove flesh from
the bones of the dead, not to consume it but as part of a

mortuary ritual. Making sense of these remains is com-
plex because what it means to be human seems to ride in
the balance: if Neandertals ate one anothet they would
appear "behaviorally nonhuman (since the consump-
tion of human flesh lies on the symbolic boundary of
human behavior)," whereas mortuary defleshing of the
dead "symbolically renders them as more human, since
it invokes thought and ritual" (Marks 2OO9,225).

P. G. Chase argued that Neandertals were skilled
hunters of large game and that their diet does not seem

to have differed much from that of the modem people

who eventually replaced them. He described the changes

that set anatomically modem people apart from Nean-
dertals in terms that highlighted the particular way in
which they constructed their niches; that is, he empha-
sized the way modems used symbolic thought and lan-
guage to transform "the intellectual and social contexts
in which food was obtained" (Chase 1989, 334).

What Do We Know about
Anatomically Modern
Humans (200,000 Years
Ago to Present)?
During the period when classic Neandertal populations
appeared in Europe and western Asia, a different kind
of hominin appeared to the south that possessed an
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anatomy like that of modern human beings. They had an

average cranial capacity of more than 1,350 cm3, domed

foreheads, and round braincases. These early modern
people also had flatter faces than Neandertals, usually

with distinct chins. Their teeth were not crowded into
the front of their jaws, and they lacked retromolar spaces.

The postcranial skeleton of these anatomically modern
human beings was much more lightly built than that
of the Neandertals. In Europe, where the fossil record is

fullest, their skeletons gradually became smaller and less

robust for about 20,000 years after they first appeared.

Many paleoanthropologists believe that these changes

were a byproduct of niche construction as anatomically
modern human beings increasingly dependent on cul-
ture buffered themselves from selection pressures that
favored physical strength.

Experts long thought that anatomically modern
human beings first appeared about 40,000 years ago in
Europe. However, discoveries in recent years have pro-
foundly altered our understanding of modern human
origins, It is now accepted that the earliest evidence for
anatomically modern humans comes from the sites

of Omo Kibish and Herto in Ethiopia (Stringer and
Andrews 2005, 160; see Figure 4.24).The oldest are the
Omo fossils, dated to 195,000 years ago (McDougall
et al. 2005; see Figure 4.25). The Herto fossils are dated
to between 154,000 and 160,000 years ago (White et al.

2003). Other fossils attributed to early Homohavebeen
found elsewhere in Africa. At Klasies River Mouth Cave

in southern Africa, for example, modem human fossils

too old to be accurately dated by radiocarbon meth-
ods were cross-dated using paleoclimatic and biostrati-
graphic methods, as well as uranium-series dating and
electron spin resonance. They were assigned an age of
between 74,000 and 60,000 years ago, although some
experts are not convinced by the cross-dating. Nev-

ertheless, bone harpoons found at a site in Katanda,
Congo, were dated to more than 70,000 years of age

using thermoluminescence and electron spin resonance.
If this date stands, it would reinforce the hypothesis
that anatomically modern H. sapiens first made Upper
Paleolithic-style tools in Africa thousands of years

before moving into Europe (Brooks and Yellen 1992). It
is possible, howevet that these bone tools are intrusions
(Klein 2009, s27-2s).

As dating methods such as thermoluminescence
and electron spin resonance are being refined, they are
providing firmer dates for the earliest fossils of ana-
tomically modern humans. For example, until recently,
archaeologists could only assign relative dates to south-
western Asian Middle Paleolithic archaeological sites,

based on changes in the stone-tool assemblages they
contained. Especially tricky were sites in Israel where

Mousterian tools were found in association both with
Neandertal bones at Kebara and Tabun and with ana-
tomically modern human bones at Qafzeh (Bar-Yosef
1989, 604; Mellars and Stringer 1989, 7). In the 1990s,

thermoluminescence, uranium-series dating, and elec-

tron spin resonance were added to rodent biostratigra-
phy and sedimentary data to date both the Neandertal
remains and the modern human remains. This effort
yielded dates of 90,000 years and older for both sets of
fossils. Chris Stringer (2012), who has been closely in-
volved with this work over the years, reports that "Con-
tinuing dating work using all the available techniques
now suggests that the Skhul and Qafzeh people actually
range from about 90,000 to 120,000 years old, while the
Tabun Neanderthal is most likely about 120,000 years

old. So the emerging scenario is one where populations
apparently ebbed and flowed in the region' (47).

Klein (2009) hypothesizes that "the Skhul/Qafzeh
people were simply near modern Africans who extended
their range slightly to the northeast during the relatively
mild and moist conditions of the Last Interglacial, be-
tween 127 and 71. [ttrBusand years] ago" (606). In any
case, for at least 45,000 years, Neandertals and mod-
erns apparently lived side by side or took turns occupy-

ing southwestern Asia. If Neandertals and anatomically
modern human beings were contemporaries, then Ne-
andertals cannot be ancestral to moderns as the regional
continuity theorists argue.

What Can Genetics Tell Us about
Modern Human Origins?
You will recall from Module 2 that geneticists claimed to
be able to construct a molecular clock based on the mu-
tation rate in human DNA. (ln fact, they chose to focus

on mitochondrial DNA, known as mtDNA, which is

found in the mitochondria of cells, outside the nucleus,

and is only transmitted along the female line-unlike
eggs, sperm are cell nuclei and only carry nuclear DNA.)
The results of their initial analysis suggested that the an-

cestors of modern humans originated in Africa some

100,000-200,000 years ago (Cann et al. 1987; Wilson
and Cann 1992). An early study of the pattern of DNA
variation in the Y (i.e., the male) chromosome of differ-
ent regional human populations also suggested an Af-
rican origin for modern H. sapiens (Rouhani 1989, 53).
Since that time, information about the DNA of many

anatomically modern human beings Hominin fossils assigned to
the species Horno soplers with anatomical features similar to those of living

human populations: short and round skulls, small brow ridges and faces,

prominent chins, and light skeletal build.
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FIGURE 4.24 Fossils of anatomically modern human beings have been recovered from these old World and New World sites

FIGURE 4.25 ,[he earliest anatomically modern human fossils known come from the Ethiopian site of Omo Kibish and are
195,000 years old.
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living species, not just our own, has grown at an impres-

sive rate, as will be discussed in Chapter 5.

But most exciting of all has been the invention of
techniques that can successfully remove ancient DNA
from bones that are tens of thousands of years old.
Again, these operations have been performed on the

bones of many extinct species, but the successes achieved

using bone from Neandertals and their contemporaries
has been dazzling. ln 1997, molecular geneticists work-
ing in the laboratory directed by Svante Piiiibo at the

Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in
Leipzlg, Germany, extracted a sequence of mtDNA with
378 base pairs from the original 1856 Neandertal-type

specimen. They compared the Neandertal sequence with
994 human mtDNA lineages taken from a worldwide
sample of living human populations. They concluded

that Neandertal females contributed no mtDNA to
modern human populations and reaffirmed that the

ancestor of the mtDNA pool of contemporary humans

lived in Africa (Krings et al. 1997). Shortly thereafte[,

they concluded that the last common mtDNA ances-

tor of Neandertals and modern humans lived approxi-

mately half a million years ago (Krings et al. 1999).

However, Ikings and his colleagues noted that their
results tell us nothing about whether Neandertals con-

tributed nuclear genes (i.e., from the chromosomes in
our cell nuclei) to modern populations.

More recent work has begun to answer this ques-

tion. A major breakthrough was the publication of a

draft Neandertal nuclear genome (Green et al. 2010).

Green and his colleagues in the Inipzig lab extracted

nuclear DNA from 21 Neandertal bones from Vindija,

i
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Croatia, and found that 1olo to 4o/o of the genomes of
rnodern non-Africans contained Neandertal sequences,

but that no sequences from modern humans appeared in

the Neandertal genome. They concluded, therefore, that

most genetic variation in modern humans outside Africa

originated with our anatomically modern ancestors. Fi-

nally, because they thought the Neandertal genome was

equally distant from the genomes of modern individuals

from around the world, they concluded that the inbreed-

ing between modern humans and Neandertals probably

took place in southwest Asia, before modem humans

spread out and diversified throughout the Old World.

These results do not support the regional continuity
model but would be consistent with the mostly out of
Africa model.

At the same time, new evidence of interbreeding

between Neandertals and their neighbors has come

to light from Asia. In 2010, Svante Piiiibo and his col-

leagues extracted both mtDNA and nuclear DNA from
two tiny fossils found at Denisova Cave in Siberia. When
the Denisova sequences were compared with those of
Neandertal and modem sequences, three key findings
emerged: (1) although they lived between 400,000 and

30,000 years ago, the Denisovans were genetically dis-

tinct from Neandertals; (2) the Denisovans and Nean-
dertals shared a common ancestor who had left Africa
nearly half a million years ago; and (3) the Denisovan
genome was very similar to the genome of modern
humans from New Guinea. Piiiibo and his colleagues

concluded that the Denisovan and Neandertal popula-
tions must have split apart after leaving Africa, but that
about 50,000 years ago, the Denisovans interbred with
anatomically modem humans, who took some Deniso-
van DNA with them when they moved into South Asia.
And more recently still, as we saw earliet connections
exist between the mtDNA from a 300,000-year-old fossil
hominin from Spain and the Denisovans from Russian
Siberia.

The collection and analysis of ancient DNA has
become increasingly detailed and sophisticated. When
such data are compared with genome data collected
from living human populations all over the world, it
is sometimes possible to tell whether genetic variants
found in living human populations were part of the
gene pool of these ancient populations. For example,
the FOXPz gene found in living human populations has

been implicated in our ability to speak and use language.
A variant of this gene has been recovered from Nean-
dertal bones in Spain, suggesting that limits on Nean-
dertal language ability may have been less severe than
once thought (Krause et al. 2007). In addition, a variant
of the MC,R gene, which affects skin pigmentation in
rnodern human populations, has been recovered from

Neandertal bones in Spain and ltaly; tests on its func-
tioning suggest that Neandertals had light skin and red
hair (Lalueza-Fox et al.2OO7).

Although there is lingering concern that modern
DNA might have contaminated some ancient fossil
samples, this new genetic evidence is exciting and ac-

cumulating at an impressive rate. Still, some perspec-

tive is called for. fonathan Marks (2011) reminds us that
"while our DNA matches that of a chimpanzee at over
the 980/o level, it matches the DNA of the banana the
chimpanzee is eating at over the 25o/o level. Yet there is
hardly any way we can imagine ourselves to be over one-
quarter banana-except in our DNA" (139). So what
does it mean to share 1olo lo 4o/o of our genome with
Neandertals? Many paleontologists and archaeologiss
are likely to be cautious about endorsing the DNA evi-

dence until it is backed uply additional fossil evidence;
as Klein (2009) observes, studies of genetic diversity
are "a useful and independent means of assessment" of
proposed models of human evolution, but "[t]he fossil
record must be the final arbiter" (631) when it comes to
evaluating such model5i.

What Do We Know about
the Upper Paleolithic/Late
Stone Age (40,000?-12,000
Years Ago)?
Middle Paleolithic/MSA tools disappear in Africa and
southwestem Asia by 40,000 years ago at the latest and
in Europe after about 35,000 years ago. What replaces

them are far more elaborate artifacts that signal the be-
ginning of the Upper Paleolithic in Europe and south-
western Asia and the Late Stone Age (LSA) in Africa.

The stone-tool industries of the Upper Paleolithic/
ISA are traditionally identified by the high proportion of
blades they contain when compared with the Middle Pa-

leolithic/MSA assemblages that preceded them. A blade
is defined as any flake that is at least twice as long as it

Denisovans a population of Pleistocene hominins known only from
ancient DNA recovered from two tiny 41,000-year-old fossils deposited in

Denisova Cave, Russian Siberia. Denisovans and Neandertals are thought
to share a common ancestor that left Africa 500,000 years ago. Parts of the
Deniswan genome resemble the genomes of modern humans from New

Guinea.

Upper Paleolithic/Late Stone Age (tSA) The name given to the
period of highly elaborate stone-tool traditions in Europe in which blades
were important, 40,000-10,300 years ago.

blades Stone tools that are at least twice as long as they are wide.
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FIGURE 4.26 Klasies River
Mouth Cave in South Africa
yielded both fossils of anatomi
cally modern human beings
and blade tools, which are the
characteristic tools of the Euro
pean Upper Paleolithic and the
African Late Stone Age.

5cm

is wide. Blades have traditionally been associated with
anatomically modern humans, who have been given

credit for the development of the various cultures of
the Upper Paleolithic. Indeed, the discovery of an MSA

stone-tool industry in southern Africa that may be as

much as 90,000 years old-the Howieson's Poort Indus-

try (Figure 4.26)-has been viewed by some anthropolo-
gists as indirect evidence forthe presence of anatomically
modern humans in southern Africa at the same time (see

Stringer 1989). Howevet Ofer Bar-Yosef and Steven L.

Kuhn (1999) challenged this understanding of blades.

Bar-Yosef and Kuhn identifr over a dozen sites in west-

ern Eurasia and Africa that contain Middle Paleolithic
or MSA stone-tool assemblages rich in blades. Draw-

ing on their expertise in stone-tool manufacture, they
point out that blades are not necessarily more difficult
to make than Acheulean bifaces, nor are they necessar-

ily superior to flakes for all purposes: after all, the very

effective modem hunting and gathering peoples known
in recent historical times did not use blades. Probably,

blade technologies were invented again and again. There

is no need to suppose that Neandertals or H. heidelber-

gensis were incapable of making blades and, therefore,

no grounds for assuming that the presence of blades in-
dicates the presence of anatomically modern humans.

composite tools Tools such as bows and arrows in which several different
materials are combined (e.g., stone, wood, bone, ivory antler) to produce the
final working implement.

At the same time, they note the rapid spread of
blade-based technologies in the Upper Paleolithic/
lSA, and this is a new development. During the Upper
Paleolithic, blades were also regularly attached to wood,
bone, antler, or ivory to form composite tools such as

bows and arrows. Bar-Yosef and Kuhn note that compos-

ite tools require interchangeable parts, so the efficient
production of standardized blades would have been ad-

vantageous and would have encouraged the spread of
blade-production techniques that allowed toolmakers

better control over the sizes and shapes of the blades

they produced. Bar-Yosef and Kuhn (1999) conclude

that Upper Paleolithic reliance on blades might ulti-
mately have been a historical accident, but "if prolif-
eration of blade and bladelet technologies during the

Upper Paleolithic is in fact linked to composite tool
manufacture, it may also reflect the emergence of novel

and highly significant pattems of social and economic

cooperation within human groups" (323).

Indeed, Upper Paleolithic/tSA people clearly had a

new capacity for cultural innovation. Although Mouste-

rian/MSAtool types persistwith little change for more than
100,000 years, several different Upper Paleolithic/LSA

tool traditions replace one another over the 20,000 years

or so of the Upper Paleolithic/tSA. Each industry was sty-

listically distinct and possessed artifact types not found
in the others (Figure 4.27).For the earliest anatomically
modern people to abandon the Mousterian/MSA culture

that had served them well for so long, something im-
portant must have happened. Many experts believe this
something was a reorganization of the brain, producing
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(a) (b)

the modem capacity for culture. This anatomical change,

if it occurred, has left no fossil evidence. However, as

knowledge about the genomes of living humans, other
primates, and fossil hominins accumulates, it may

become increasingly possible to find and date key mu-

tations associated with brain expansion or language

ability (Klein 2009, 638ff.; Tattersall 2009, 243-44).
For the present, such a change must be inferred from
the cultural evidence produced by anatomically modern
humans after about 40,000 years ago.

What Happened to the
N ea nderta ls?

The first appearance of Upper Paleolithic culture in
Europe is important because of what it can tell us about

the fate of the Neandertals. If Neandertals gradually

evolved into modern human beings, it is argued, then this
gradual evolution should be documented in archaeologi-
cal assemblages. In this search, the Chdtelperronian and
Aurignacian industries have attracted the most attention.

Chdtelperronian assemblages from France, 35,000-
30,000 years old, contain a mixture of typical Mouste-
rian backed knives and more advanced pointed cutting
tools called "burins." They also contain bone tools and
pierced animal teeth. Other mixed assemblages simi-
lar to the ChAtelperronian have been found in Italy,
central and northem Europe, and southem Russia

(Mellars 1996, 417-18). Aurignacian assemblages,

34,000-30,000 years old, are Upper Paleolithic blade
assemblages. We know that Neandertals were capable
of making Chdtelperronian tools because two Neander-
tal skeletons were found in 32,000-year-old Chdtelp-
erronian deposits at St. C€saire, France (Mellars 1996,
4l2ff.). If Neandertals invented Aurignacian technol-
ogy as they evolved into anatomically modem human

FIGURE 4.27 Upper Paleolithic stone-tool
industries in Europe were fully developed blade
technologies that show considerable stylistic
variation over time. Tools o, b, and c are from the
Perigordian culture, a variety of the Gravettian;
tool d is from the Aurignacian; and tool e is from
the Solutrean.

beings, then the ChAtelperronian and other mixed as-

semblages might be transitional between the Mousterian

and the Aurignacian.
Some archaeologists argug however, that Neander-

tals may have borrowed elements of Upper Paleolithic
technology from a culturally more advanced popula-
tion of outsiders. For e:<ample, deposits found in some

cave sites in southwelstern France and northem Spain

show Chdtelperronian layers on top of some Aurigna-

cian layers, suggesting that two different cultural groups

coenisted and occupied the same caves at different times
(Mellars 1996, 4L4). These archaeologists believe that
anatomically modem people invented the Aurignacian

industry in southwestern Asia and brought it with them
when they migrated into central and westem Europe

40,000-35,000 years ago. The skeletons of anatomically
modem human beings begin to appear at European sites

about this time, when the ice sheets had begun to melt
and the climate was improving. For many archaeologists,

the arrival in Europe of both modern human beings and

Aurignacian culture during the same time period seems

too well correlated to be an accident. No Aurignacian

assemblages have been found in eastem Europe, which
suggests that the Upper Paleolithic developed differently
there (Klein 2009, 586-88, 605).

Even if European Neandertals borrowed Upper Paleo-

lithic technolory from southwestem Asian immigrants,

theywere gone a few thousand years later. What happened

to them? There is no evidence that the replacement of Ne-

andertals by modem people involved conquest and exter-

mination, although this has been proposed from time to
time. European Neandertals may have disappeared be-

cause they evolved into anatomically modem people, de-

veloping Aurignacian culture as they did so, in line with
the regional continuity model, This hypothesis, how-
ever, runs afoul of the fact that Neandertals and mod-
erns apparently originated on different continents and

coexisted in southwestem Asia for 45,000 years, both of

(e)(d)(c)
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them making and using Mousterian tools. European Ne-

andertals may have disappeared as they interbred with
the in-migrating modem people and as their descendants

adopted Aurignacian culture. If this happened, then con-

temporary European populations might be expected to
share morphological traits with their alleged Neandertal

ancestors. As we saw earlier, morphological evidence for
such inbreeding during the Pleistocene is stronger for
populations in eastern Europe and western Asia than for
the classic Neandertals of westem Europe. Evidence from
ancient DNA also shows that Neandertals did interbreed

with other non-Neandertal populations during the Pleis-

tocene, and Neandertal genes make up 7o/o to 4o/o of our
modem nuclear genome. However, Y-chromosome DNA
recently extracted from a Neandertal skeleton is distinct
from all known modem human Y-chromosome lineages,

which suggests that this lineage has gone extinct. If so,

its disappearance could be due to genetic drift, but the

researchers also suggest another possibility: that genetic

incompatibilities in the genomes of male fetuses with
Neandertal fathers and anatomically modem human
mothers rendered these fetuses unviable or infertile. If
this second possibility were the case, it might have con-

tributed to reproductive isolation between Neandertals

and anatomically modern humans (Mendez et al. 2016).

Neandertals may have retreated as modem people spread

throughout Europe, decreasing in number until, around

30,000 years ago, they simply died out. In sum, at this
time, the archaeological evidence is no more able than
the fossil or genetic evidence to resolve disputes about

the fate of the Neandertals.

How Many Kinds of Upper
Paleolithic/Late Stone Age
Cultures Were There?
Although blades are the classic tools of Upper Paleolithic/
LSA culture, other tool types appear that are not found
in Mousterian/MSA assemblages, such as endscrapers,

burins, and numerous artifacts of bone, ivory and antler

(Figure 4.28). Brian Fagan (1990) calls this technological

ercplosion the "Swiss army knife effect": "like its modem
multipurpose counterpart, the core and blade technique

was a flexible artifact system, allowing Upper Paleolithic
stoneworkers to develop a variety of subsidiary crafts, no-

tably bone and antler working, which likewise gave rise

to new weapons systems and tailored dothing" (157).

As we saw earliet the most distinctive Upper Paleo-

lithic artifacts are composite tools, such as spears and

anows, made of several different materials. The oldest

undisputed evidence of wooden bows and arrows in

Europe dates from 12,000-11,000 years ago; howeveq,

bows and arrows may have been used as long as 20,000
years ago in Africa and Eurasia, where researchers have

found indirect evidence in the form of stone points,

backed bladelets, and bone rods resembling arrow shafts

(Klein 2009, 679-80). Archaeologists have also found
the skeletons of fur-bearing animals whose remains

suggest they were captured for their skins, not for food;
pointed bone tools that were probably used to sew skins

together (the oldest eyed needles appeared between 35

and 28 Ka years old); and the remains of tailored cloth-
ing in Upper Paleolithic burials dating from between 26

and 19 Ka (Klein 2009,673).
Evidence for regular hunting of large game is

better at Upper Paleolithic sites than at sites from ear-

lier periods, especially in Europe and Asia, In addition
to hunting tools, researchers have found the bones of
mammoth, reinddlr, bison, horse, and antelope, ani-

mals that provided not only meat but also ivory antler,

and bone. Some animals were hunted but not for food.

The mammoth, for instance, supplied bones used for
building sheltErs. Fresh bone and animal droppings were

also probably burned as fuel. The Upper Paleolithic way

of life probably resembled that of contemporary forag-

ers. Consequently, plant foods probably formed a larger
part of the diet than meat. Reliance on plant foods was

probably greater among those living in warmer areas of
Africa and southwestern Asia, whereas those living in the

cooler climates of eastern Europe and northern Asia may

have relied more on animals for food.

The richness and sophistication of Upper Paleo-

lithic culture is documented in many other ways. Upper
Paleolithic burials are more elaborate than Mousterian/
MSA burials, and some of them contain several bodies

(Klein 2009, 690-91). Some Upper Paleolithic sites have

yielded human bones that have been shaped, perforated,

or burned or that show cut marks suggesting defleshing.

Again, some paleoanthropologists conclude that Upper
Paleolithic peoples may have been cannibals. However,

the shaped or perforated bones may have been trophies
or mementos of individuals who had died for other rea-

sons; the bumed bones may be the remains of deliber-

ate cremation or accidental charring under a hearth; and

the flesh may have been removed from human bones

after death for ritual purposes, a practice documented in
modern ethnographic literature.

The most striking evidence for a modern human ca-

pacity for culture comes from Upper Paleolithic/lSA art.

In Africa, ostrich-eggshell beads date to 38,000 years ago,

while animal paintings on rocks date to at least 19,000

and possibly 27,500years ago. Fire-hardened clay objects

shaped like animals or human beings, dating to about

28,OO0-27,O00 years ago, were recovered at a Gravettian
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F
FIGURE 4.28 Upper Paleolithic
stoneworkers developed bone-,
antler-, and ivory-working tech-
niques to a high degree, as shown
by these objects from Europe.

site in the former Czechoslovakia. This and other Gra-

vettian sites in westem and central Europe have yielded
human figurines, some of which depict females with ex-

aggerated breasts and bellies, thought to have been made
between 27,OOO and 20,000 years ago (see Figure 4.28).

More than 200 caves in southem France and northern
Spain, including Lascaux and Altamira, contain spec-

tacular wall paintings or engravings (Figure 4.29); other
painted caves exist in Italy, Portugal, and the former Yu-

goslavia; spectacular wall art from rock shelters in north-
em Australia may be especially old (Renfrew and Bahn
2OO4,523).The European paintings portray a number of
animal species now extinct and were probably painted
between 15,000 and 11,000 years ago, during Magda-

lenian times. Recently, new techniques have permitted
archaeologists to analyze the recipes of pigments used

to make these wall images, whereas accelerator mass

spectrometry can be used to date the charcoal used to

make other drawings (Conkey 1993). As a result, archae-

ologists are increasingly able to determine when images

were painted and whether all the images in a particular

cave were painted at the same time.

Where Did Modern H. sopiens
Migrate in Late Pleistocene
Times?
Upper Paleolithic peoples were more numerous and

more widespread than previous hominins. In Europg

according to Richard Klein, Upper Paleolithic sites are

more numerous and have richer material remains than
do Mousterian sites. Skeletons dating from this period

show few injuries and little evidence of disease or vio-
Ience, and they possess relatively healthy teeth. The
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Women's Art in the Upper Paleolithic?

In a 1996 orticle in American Anthropologist
Catherine Hodge McCoid and LeRoy D.

McDermott propose that the so-called Venus

figures of the eorly Upper Paleolithic might be

more successfully understood os women's art
rother than as sex objects made from a male

point of view,

Since Edouard Piette (1895) and Salomon Reinach (1898)

first described the distinctive small-scale sculptures and

engravings of human figures found in the rock shelters

and caves of southern France, several hundred more Eu-

ropean Upper Paleolithic figures have been identified.
The earliest of these, the so-called Stone Age Venuses

or Venus figurines, constitute a distinctive class and are

among the most widely known of all Paleolithic art ob-
jects. As a group they have frequently been described in

the professional and popular literature. Most of the fig-

ures are about 150 millimeters in height and depict nude

women usually described as obese.

ln spite of many difficulties in dating, there is a grow-

ing belief that most of these early sculptures were cre-

ated duringthe opening millennia of the Upper Paleolithic
(circa 27,000-21,000 e.c.) and are stylistically distinct from
those of the later Magdalenian. These first representa-

tions of the human figure are centered in the Gravettian

or Upper Perigordian assemblages in France and in re-

lated Eastern Gravettian variants, especially the Pavlov-

ian in the former Czechoslovakia, and the Kostenkian in

the former Soviet Union.

Most Pavlovian-Kostenkian-Gravettian (PKG) statu-

ettes are carved in stone, bone, and ivory, with a few

early examples modeled in a form of fired loess (Van-

diver et al. 1989). Carved reliefs are also known from four
French Gravettian sites: Laussel, La Mouthe, Abri Pataud,

and Terme Pialet. These images show a formal concern

with three-dimensional sculpted masses and have the
most widespread geographical distribution of any form
of prehistoric art. . . , While considerable variation occurs
among PKG figurines, claims of true diversity ignore a

central tendency that defines the group as a whole. The

overwhelming majority of these images reflect a most un-

usual anatomical structure, which And16 Leroi-Gourhan
(1 968) has labeled the "lozenge composition," What makes

this structural formula so striking is that it consists of a

recurring set of apparent departures from anatomical

The PKG "lozenge composition." PKG images routinely
elevate both the vertical midpoint and greatest width of the
female body, and most make what should be one-half of the
body closer to one-third, (Figures redrawn and simplified
based on information in Leroi-Gourhan 1968.)

accuracy [see figure]. The characteristic features include

a faceless, usually downturned head; thin arms that
either disappear under the breasts or cross over them;

an abnormally thin upper torso; voluminous, pendulous

breasts; large fatty buttocks and/or thighs; a prominent,

presumably pregnant abdomen, sometimes with a large

elliptical navel coinciding with the greatest physical width
of the figure; and often oddly bent, unnaturally short
legs that taper to a rounded point or disproportionately
small feet. These deviations produce what M. D. Gvoz-

dover (1989, 79) has called "the stylistic deformation of
the natural body," Yet these apparent distortions of the

anatomy become apt renderings if we consider the body

as seen by a woman looking down on herself. Compari-

son of the figurines with photographs simulating what a

modern woman sees of herself from this perspective re-

veals striking correspondences. lt is possible that since

these images were discovered, we have simply been look-

ing at them from the wrong angle of view.

Although it is the center of visual self-awareness, a

woman's face and head are not visible to her without a

)
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reflecting surface. This may explain why-although there
are variations in shape, size, and position in the heads

of these pieces-virtually all are rendered without facial

features and most seem to be turned down, as is neces-

sary to bring the body into view, A woman looking down

at herself sees a strongly foreshortened view of the
upper frontal surface of the thorax and abdomen, with
her breasts looming large, Such a perspective helps to
explain the apparently voluminous size and distinctive
pendulous elongation routinely observed in the breasts

of the figurines. Viewed in this way, the breasts of the
figurines possess the natural proportions of the average

modern woman of childbearing age [see photographs].

Even pieces such as the one from Lespugue, in which the

breasts seem unnaturally large, appear naturalistic when

viewed from above.

Other apparent distortions ofthe upper body undergo

similar optical transformations from this perspective. For

example, the inability to experience the true thickness of
the upper body may account for the apparently abnor-

malthinness seen in the torsos of many figurines. Several

figurines also have what seem to be unnaturally large, el-

liptical navels located too close to the pubic triangle. ln

a foreshortened view, however, the circular navel forms
just such an ellipse, and when pregnant, a woman cannot

easily see the space below the navel. Thus, when viewed

as women survey themselves, the apparent anatomical

distortions of the upper body in these figurines vanish

[see photographs].

Similarly, as a woman looks down at the lower portion
of her body, those parts farthest away from the eyes look

smallest. A correct representation of the foreshortened

lower body would narrow toward the feet, thus explaining
the small size of the feet in these figurines. lt is also true
that, for a pregnant woman, inspection of the upper body
terminates at the navel with the curving silhouette of the
distended abdomen [see photo on left], Without bending
forward, she cannot see her lower body, Thus for a gravid

female, the visual experience of her body involves two
separate views whose shared boundary is the abdomen
at the level of the navel, which is also the widest part of
the body in the visual field, The apparent misrepresenta-
tion of height and width in the figurines results from the
visual experience of this anatomical necessity, The loca-

tion of the eyes means that for an expectant mother the
upper half of the body visually expands toward the abdo-

men, whereas the lower haF presents a narrow, tapering

form. Efforts to represent the information contained in

these two views naturally resulted in the lozenge compo-

sitional formulation, which others have seen as anatomi-
cally "incorrect" proportions [see figuresl.

The idea that womlen sought to gain and preserve

knowledge about their own bodies provides a direct
and parsimonious interpretation for general as well as

idiosyncratic features found among female representa-

tions from the middle European Upper Paleollthic, The

needs of health and hygiene, not to mention coitus and

childbirth, ensure that feminine self-inspection actually

occurred during the early Upper Paleolithic. Puberty,
menses, copulation, conception, pregnancy, childbirth,
and lactation are regular events in the female cycle

and involve perceptible alterations in bodily function
and configuration (Marshack 1972\. Mastery and con-

trol of these processes continues to be of fundamental

(o) View of her own upper body by a 26-year-old female who is five months pregnant and of average weight. (b) View of the
upper body of the Willendorf figurine from same perspective used at left.

(continued on next page)
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS

Women's Art in the Upper Paleolithic? Continued

importance to women today. lt is possible that the emer-
gence and subsequent propagation of these images

across Europe occurred precisely because they played

a didactic function with actual adaptive consequences
forwomen....

, . . These Upper Paleolithic figurines were proba-

bly made at a time when there was similarly significant
population increase along with cultural and economic
restructuring. The early to middle Upper Paleolithic was

characterized by productive changes that harnessed

energy and by reproductive changes that helped make
possible the population expansion and technological
changes that followed in the later European Upper Pa-

leolithic. Could women have made a recognizable con-
tribution to the fluorescence of art and technology seen

in the opening millennia of this era? Anything they did to

improve their understanding of reproduction and thereby
reduce infant and maternal mortality would clearly have
contributed to this productive and reproductive change.
Perhaps the figurines served as obstetrical aids, the rela-
tive sizes of the abdomens helping women to calculate
the progress oftheir pregnancies. . , ,

Theoretically, if these figurines were used to im-
prove reproductive success, keep more women alive and
healthy, and produce healthier children, then natural se-

lection would have been acting directly on the women
who made and/or used them. lf these Upper Paleolithic
figures are naturalistic, accurate self-representations
made by women, then it is reasonable to speculate that
they might have had such direct, pragmatic purposes.

Source.' Mccoid and lVcDermott 1 996-

presence of skeletons belonging to older or incapaci-
tated individuals at Upper Paleolithic sites suggests that
these peoplq like the Neandertals, cared for the old and
sick. Analysis indicates that the life expectancy of Upper
Paleolithic people was greater than that of the Neander-
tals and little different from that of contemporary forag-
ers (Klein 2009, 695ff.).

Archaeologists have found amber, seashells, and
even flint in Upper Paleolithic/LSA sites located tens

to hundreds of kilometers away from the regions
where these items occur naturally. They must have
been deliberately transported to these sites, suggest-

ing that Upper Paleolithic peoples, like contemporary
foragers, participated in trading networks. However,
no evidence of such social contacts exists for earlier
times. Perhaps the linguistic and cultural capacities
of fully modern humans were necessary before they
could develop.

FIGURE 5.29 Upper Paleolithic cave paintings, like this one
from Lascaux, France, have been dated to between 15,000 and
1 1,000 years ago.

Eastern Asia and Siberia
Physically and culturally modem human beings were

the first hominins to occupy the coldest, harshest cli-
mates in Asia. Upper Paleolithic blade industries de-

veloped in central Asia about 40,000-30,000 years ago

(Fagan 1990, 195). The oldest reliable dates for human
occupation in Siberia are between 35,000 and 20,000
years ago (Klein 2009, 673). Alaskan and Canadian sites

with Upper Paleolithic artifacts similar to those of north-
east Siberia date to between 15,000 and 12,000 years

ago. Artifacts from one of these sites, Bluefish Caves,

may even be 20,000 years old. Between 25,000 and
14,000 years ago, land passage south would have been

blocked by continuous ice. By 14,000 years ago, condi-
tions for southward migration would have improved
considerably.
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The Americas
Genetic studies strongly support an Asian origin for
Native American populations (Stringer and Andrews

2005, 198; Klein 2009, 7O7).The earliest known skele-

tal remains found in the Americas are between 11,000

and 8,000 years old, and their morphological variation
suggests that the Americas may have been colonized

more than once (Stringer and Andrews 2005, 198-99;

Klein 2009, 707).The strongest archaeological evidence

of human presence in the Americas comes after 14,000

years ago. The first anatomically modem human beings

in North America, called "Paleoindians," apparentlywere

successful hunting peoples. The oldest reliable evidence

of their presence comes from sites dated between 11,500

and 11,000 years ago, which contain stone tools called

Clovis points (Figure 4.30). Meadowcroft Rockshelter in
Pennsylvania may represent an early Clovis site (Adova-

sio et al. 1978; Stringer and Andrews 2005, 197). Clovis

points were finely made and probably attached to shafts

to make spears. Rapidly following the Clovis culture were

a series of different stone-tool cultures, all of which were

confined to North America. Some experts believe that
Paleoindian hunting coupled with postglacial climatic
changes may have brought about the extinction of mam-

moth, camel, horse, and other big game species in North
America, but evidence is inconclusive (Melaer 2015).

FIGURE 4.30 Stone tools made by Paleoindian peoples have
been found at sites that provide the oldest reliable dates for
human occupation in North America. The Clovis point pictured
here was probably hafted to a shaft to make a spear.

ln 1J97, the "Clovis barrier" of 11,200 years was fi-
nally broken when a group of archaeologists and other
scientists formally announced that the South Ameri-
can site of Monte Verde, in Chile, was 72,500 years old
(Suplee 1997; Dillehay 2000). Because it was covered by
a peat bog shortly after it was inhabited, Monte Verde

contained many well-preserved organic remains, includ-
ing stakes lashed with knotted twine, dwellings with
wooden frames, and hundreds of tools made of wood
and bone. Thomas Dillehay (2000) argues that evidence

from Monte Verde shows that the people who lived there
were not big game hunters but, rathet generalized gath-

erers and hunters. A lower level at the same site, dated to
33,000 years ago, is said to contain crude stone tools. If
the 33,000-year-old Monte Verde artifacts are genuine,

they remain puzzling. First, these artifacts are few and

extremely crude. Second, the dearth of sites in the Amer-

icas of such great age sdggests that, if human beings

were in the Americas 30,000 years ago, they were very

thinly scattered compared to populations in Eurasia and

Africa at the same period. Finally, blood group and tooth
shape evidence suppgrts the idea that the ancestors of
indigenous peoples of the Americas migrated into North
America from Asia. If the makers of 33,000-year-old

Monte Verde artifacts also came from Asia, archaeolo-
gists must explain how these people could have reached

South America from Siberia by that date. Possibly, they
traveled over water and ice but how they got to South
America remains a mystery.

In 2011, evidence for pre-Clovis occupations in
North America was found at the Debra L. Friedkin site

near Austin, Texas: more than 15,000 artifacts assigned

to the Buttermilk Creek Complex, dating between 13,200

and 15,000 years ago, were discovered in soil beneath a

Clovis assemblage (Waters et al. 2011). The archaeolo-
gists who discovered the tools view them as potentially
representing the technology from which Clovis was de-

veloped; other archaeologists remain unconvinced.
Perhaps ancient DNA analysis may help resolve

some of these questions, even as it opens up entirely
new sets of questions. Ancient mitochondrial DNA and
Y chromosome DNA were extracted from the skeleton

of a male infant found in association with Clovis ar-

tifacts and buried around 12,600 years ago. The DNA
evidence showed that this skeleton, known as Anzick-1,

belonged to a population more closely related to popu-
Iations from Central and South America than anywhere

else (Rasmussen et al. 2014, 227-28). In 2015, Rasmus-

sen and his colleagues also published results of ancient

DNA analysis on skeletal material taken from the con-

troversial 8,500-year-old fossil known as Kennewick

Man (or the Ancient One), found in the state of Wash-

ington in 1996 (Rasmussen et al. 2015). As we will see in
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Chapter 6, control over the remains of Kennewick Man

had become a focus of sharp debate among archaeolo-
gists, members of local indigenous tribes, and the Army
Corps of Engineers. After negotiations with all interested

parties, Rasmussen and his team performed a DNA anal-

ysis that showed Kennewick Man to be closely related to
Native American populations from Central and South

America, as was the Anzick-1 individual. However, Ken-

newick Man showed closer affinity than the Anzick-1

individual to geographically closer tribes of the Pacific

Northwest of North America. Ancient DNA studies are

bound to be controversial, but there is no question that
they are forming an important component of scientific

efforts to answer questions about ancient human migra-

tions all over the world.

Australasia
Anatomically modem human beings first arrived in Aus-

tralia between 60,000 and 40,000 years ago, at a time
when lower sea levels had transformed the Malayan Archi-
pelago into a land mass called Sunda and when Australia

was linked to New Guinea in a second land mass called

Sahul. Nevertheless, the migrants would still have had to
cross 30-90 kilometers of open water. Presumably, they
used water craft, but finding the remains of boats or the

sites where they landed along the now sunken continen-
tal shelf is unlikely. Modern people spread throughout
the Australian interior by 25,000-20,000 years ago. They

may have been connected to widespread extinctions of
grass-eating marsupials in Australia between 40,000 and
15,000 years ago (Klein 2009, 71.4ff.).

Two Million Years
of Human Evolution
By 12,000 years ago, modern human beings had spread

to every continent except Antarctica, a fact that we take

for granted today but that could not have been predicted

2 mya in Africa, when the first members of the genus

Homo walked the earth. In fact, the more we leam about

hominins and their primate ancestors, the more zigs and

zags we perceive in our own past. Our species' origin
must be regarded as "an unrepeatable particular, not an
expected consequence" (Gould 7996, 4). Some paleo-

ecologists have concluded that "human features may not
be adaptations to some past environment, but exapta-

tions . . . accidental byproducts of history functionally
disconnected from their origins" (Foley 1995, 47). For

example, RickPotts (1996) arguesthat, ratherthan "sur-

vival of the fittest" (i.e., of a species narrowly adapted to

a specific environment), modern H. sapiens better illus-
trates "suryival of the generalist" (i.e., of a species that
had the plasticity, the "weedlike resilience," to survive
the efiremes of the rapidly fluctuating climate of the Ice

Ages). In other words, our ancestors' biological capac-

ity to cope with small environmental fluctuations was

exapted to cope with larger and larger fluctuations. In
Potts's view selection for genes favoring open programs

of behavior "improve an organism's versatility and re-

sponse to novel conditions" (Potts 1996, 239).
Archaeologist Clive Gamble (1994) believes that

the human social and cognitive skills that allowed our
ancestors to survive in novel habitats were exapted by
H. sapiens to colonize the world: "We were not adapted
for filling up the world. It was instead a consequence of
changes in behavior, and exaptive radiation produced by
the cooption of existing elements in a new framework of
action" (182). Gamble is sensitive to the way humanly
constructed niches modified the selection pressures our
ancestors faced: he argues that all the environments of
Australia could never have been colonized so rapidly
without far-flu3S social networks that enabled coloniz-
ers to depend on one another in time of need. He sees

the colonization of the Pacific as a deliberate undertak-

ing, showing planning and care (Gamble 1994, 24I; see

also Dillehay 2000).
The role of niche construction is also implicated in

the approach of Richard Klein (2009), who lists a series

of "related outcomes of the innovative burst behind the

out of Africa expansion" (742) thar are detectable in the
archaeological record after 50,000 years ago/ ranging

from standardization and elaboration ofartifacts to evi-

dence for increasing elaboration of a built environment
(with campsites, hearths, dwellings, and graves) to evi-

dence of elaborate trading networks, ritual activity, and

successful colonization of challenging cold climates.

Paleoanthropologists, archaeologists, and geneti-

cists have assembled many of the pieces of the human
evolutionary puzzle, but many questions remain. Ex-

perts differ, for example, on how to reconstruct the

human family tree. Figure 4.31 shows one recent attempt
to summarize what is known (and what remains to be

established) about the evolution of human beings. Be-

cause new data and interpretations appear in the news

almost daily, you may want to find out how much this
summary has been modified by the time you read this
book! Another knotty problem concerns how we inter-
pret mounting evidence that human biology and human
culture evolved at different rates. Finally, within a few

thousand years after the glaciers retreated, human groups

in Asia and the Americas were settling in villages and do-
mesticating plants and animals. Why they should have

done so at this particular time is addressed in Chapter 6.
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FIGURE 4.31 Timelines for hominin evolution. This image shows one recent attempt to depict the relationships among various
groups of hominin fossils, showing the periods in the past for which they are well attested, and placing them alongside the timelines
for the best-known early stone-tool traditions. From left to right, the timelines depict the periods when the following fossil groups
flourished: (1) P. oethiopicus, P. boisei, and (2) P, robustus (the robust australopiths); (3) the gracile australopith Austrolopithecus afri-
canus; and (4) Austrolopithecus sediba. The next four timelines to the right of these represent different subgroups of early members
of the genus Homo, which emerge between 2.5 and 2.3 million years ago; this appearance is indicated by the timeline labeled "H.

sp." This side of the image attempts to sort different groups of "early Homo" fossils into distinct subgroups, "1470 group" (AKA Homo

hsbilis) and the "1813 group" (AKA Homo rudolfensis), on the basis of a new analysis of their distinctive morphological traits. The right-
most timeline groups together fossils assigned to Homo erectus; the callout labeled "He-D" indicates the appearance of the H. erectus

fossils from Dmanisi, Georgia. The cell to the right of the species timelines juxtaposes timelines associated with the appearance of
the two best-attested stone-tool traditions associated with early hominins: Oldowan at the bottom (between 2.5 and 2.7 million
years ago) and Acheulean at the top (after about 1.9 million years ago). Juxtaposing the timelines for fossils and for stone tools leaves
open the question of which earlier hominin species might have given rise to later hominin species, as well as which of these species
might have made or used the stone tools.

Chapter Summary
1. Bipedal hominoids that appeared in Africa at the

end of the Miocene are known as hominins and

are placed in the same lineage as living human be-

ings. Bipedalism may have been favored by natural
selection in hominoids exploiting food resources

on the ground, outside the protection offorests.
Their diet was probably omnivorous, and they
could carry infants, food, and tools in their newly
freed hands. The earliest hominin skeletal fossils

are 6-7 million years old. The best-known early
hominin fossils are 2-3 million years younger and
have been placed in the genus Australopithecss. The

earliest direct evidence of hominin bipedalism is

a 3.6 million-year-old trail of fossilized footprints
found in Laetoli, Tanzania.

2. Hominin adaptations apparently led to changes

in dentition. The teeth of australopiths show an

evolutionary trend toward smaller front teeth and

enormous cheek teeth. This dental pattern is inter-
preted as an adaptation to diets ofcoarse vegetable

foods that required grinding. Fossils of hominins
between 3 and 2 million years old with this dental
pattern have been found at southern and eastern

African sites and have been classified in two groups

the gracile australopiths and the robust australo-

piths. Robust australopiths had more rugged jaws,

(continued on next page)
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flatter faces, and larger molars than the gracile

forms. Apart from differences in dentition, the grac-

ile and robust australopiths had similar postcranial

skeletons and chimpanzee-sized cranial capacities.

3. The first members of the genus Homo appeared

about 2.5 mya. Many paleontologists believe

that more than one species belonging to Horno

may have coexisted in eastem Africa in the early
Pleistocene alongside the eastem African robust
australopiths.

4. Fossils of early Homo disappear about 1.8 mya,

by either evolving into or being replacedby Homo

ergaster, the first member of the genus Homo lo
spread out of Africa, gMng rise to Homo erectus

populations in Asia. The cranium of H, erechts avev

ages around 1.,000 cm3, within the lower range of
modem human beings. H. erectus may have been,

to some extent, capable of speech. Wear pattems

on teeth suggest that H. erectushad a diet different
from that of previous hominins. The postcranial

skeleton of H. erectus is more robust than that of
modem humans and shows a marked reduction
in sexual dimorphism. H. erectw was probably
not primarily a hunter of big game, nor is there
any evidence that H. erectus might have practiced

cannibalism.

5. The oldest undisputed stone tools, classified in the
Oldowan tradition, were found in Ethiopia, date to
at least 2.5 mya, and may have been made by early
Homo. Acheulean bifaces are associated with H.

erectus. In recentyears, howeve! archaeologists have

concluded that it is misleading to associate indi-
vidual stone-tool traditions with only one hom-
inin species. Some archaeologists have suggested

that bamboo was available for toolmaking in those
areas in Asia where Acheulean bifaces are lacking.
Oldowan and Acheulean traditions are usually
grouped together in a single period known as the
Lower Paleolithic in Europe and the Early Stone

Age in Africa.

6. Between 500,000 and 200,000 years ago,

H. erectus fossils disappear from the fossil
record to be replaced by fossils that show a

rnosaic of features found in H. erectus and H.
sapiens. Many paleoanthropologists classi$r these

fossils as Homo heidelbergensis. A lively debate

continues between punctuationists and gradual-

ists about the fate of H. necus and the origin of

H. sapiens. Punctuationists and dadists favor the
replacement model; gradualists favor the regional
continuity model.

7. Neandertals in Europe flourished between 130,000
and 35,000 years ago. They were shorter and more
robust than anatomically modem H. sapiens.Their
molars showed taurodontism, their jaws possessed

retromolar spacesr and they may have habitually
used their incisors as a clamp. Their average cranial
capacity was larger than that of modern human
populations, although their skull was shaped dif-
ferently. Neandertal fossils are typically associated

in Europe with the Mousterian stone-tool tradi-
tion. Similar tools, found in southwestem Asia
and Africa, have all been assigned to the Middle
Paleolithic/Middle Stone Age, which probably
began at least 200,000 years ago. Ancient DNA
recovered from hominin fossils in Denisova Cave

did not belbng to Neandertals, but to a previously
unknown population with which Neandertals
interbred.

8. During the 1980s, new evidence revealed that ana-

tomically modem H. sapims appeared in Africa at

the same time that Neandertal populations were

living in Europe and western Asia. Neandertals and
modems apparently lived side by side in south-

westem Asia for at least 45,000 years, and both
populations used the same kinds of Mousterian

tools. Ancient DNA studies have shown that mod-
em humans share from lo/o to 4o/o of their nuclear
genome with Neandertals; what this means is still
under discussion.

9. By 40,000 years ago in southwestem Asia and
35,000 years ago in Europg Mousterian/Middle
Stone Age tools are replaced by far more elabo-
rate artifacts that signal the beginning of the Up-
per PaleolithiclLate Stone Age. Upper Paleolithic
people made many different stone tools as well as

tools and omaments out of bone, ivory and antle4
composite tools, such as spears and anows; and
dothing from animal fur. They regularly hunted
Iarge game and used bones from animals such as

mammoths to construct dwellings and to bum as

fuel. Upper Paleolithic burials were far more elabo-
rate than Middle Paleolithic burials. Cave paintings
and personal omaments offer the most striking
evidence in the Upper Paleolithic for the modern
human capacity for culture.
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10. Some Upper Paleolithic assemblages, like the
Chdtelperronian industry from France, contain
a mixture of typical Mousterian tools and more

elaborate cutting tools, bone tools, and pierced

animal teeth. Paleoanthropologists disagree about
what these mixed assemblages represent. Some

interpret the Chatelperronian industry as evidence

that Neandertals gradually invented Upper Paleo-

Iithic tools on their own, which would support
the regional continuity model. Others argue that
ChAtelperronian Neandertals borrowed Upper
Paleolithic techniques from in-migrating modem
people who already possessed an Upper Paleolithic
technology called the Aurignacian. This view is

compatible with the replacement model. If Auri-
gnacian modems did replace Neandertals in Eu-

rope, there is no evidence that this was the result of
conquest or extermination.

11. Upper Paleolithic peoples show few signs of injury
or disease, and their life expectancy was longer than
that of Neandertals. Upper Paleolithic peoples ap-

parently constructed niches that allowed them to

For Review
1. Define bipedalism and explain its importance in

human evolution.

2. What is distinctive about the evolution of denti-
tion in hominins?

3. Explain the differences between robust and grac-

ile australopiths.

4. Summarize the different arguments for explaining
the evolutionary transition from early hominins
to the genus Homo.

5. List what paleoanthropologists and archaeologists
know about early Homo species.

6. Define taphonomy and explain why it is impor-
tant for paleoanthropologists who study bones
and stone tools.

7. Summarize what is known aborfiHomo erectus,

morphologically and culturally,
8. Describe the argument that emphasizes the

importance of endurance running in human
evolution.

9. What is the fossil evidence for the evolutionary
transition to modern Homo sapiens?

10. Explain how the origins of Homo sapiens would
be accounted for by proponents ofevolution by
punctuated equilibria.

participate in widespread trading networks. Ana-
tomically modern people with Upper Paleolithic
cultures were the first humans to migrate into the
northemmost regions of Asia and into the New

World, arriving at least 12,000 years ago, possi-

bly earlier. It seems Iikely that the New World was

populated by more than one wave of immigrants
from Siberia. Anatomically modern people first ar-

rived in Australia between 60,000 and 40,000 years

ago, probably by boat.

12. Until recently, most evolutionists were phyletic
gradualists, who thought that microevolutionary
anagenesis led to macroevolutionary speciation,
given enough time. Gould and Eldredge howeveq,

proposed that most of evolutionary history has

consisted ofrelatively stable species coexisting in
equilibrium. Macroevolution occurs, in their view
when this equilibrium is punctuated by a burst of
speciation by cladogenesis. They further propose

that species selection may operate among variant,

related species. De$ate between phyletic gradualists

and punctuationists has been lively.

11. Make a chart of the different Homo species cur-
rently identified, including the periods in which
they lived, where they were found, and other dis-
tinctive anatomical features they display, such as

brain size.

12. What is the "mostly out of Africa" model of the
origin of mo dern Homo sapiens? What evidence
do biological anthropologists use to defend this
model? How does this model contrast with the
earlier "replacement" model and the "regional
continuity" model?

13. Summarize what biological anthropologists know
about the Neandertals.

14. Summarize the features biological anthropolo-
gists emphasize in distinguishing anatomically
modern humans from other archaic populations
of Homo.

15. What happened to the Neandertals?

16. How do archaeology and biological anthropology
contribute to our understanding of the evolution
of a modern human capacity for culture?

17. Summarize anthropological evidence used to sup-
port current arguments concerning the peopling
of the Americas.
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Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany. This uolume is an en-
gaging account of his personal and professional life, cen-

tering onhow he and his team of scientists succeeded in
sequencing Neanilertal mitochondrial DNA, the first draft
Neanderthal genomq and the Denisouan genome, thereby

reuolutionizing the study of extinct human populations,

Among other things, Piiiibo's professional history illustrates
the science-studies point that cutting-edge science within the

laboratory depends on the laboratory director's skills outside

the laboratory, securing the necessary funds, stffing, mate-

rials, and equipment. In the twenty-first centuryt these ne-

Botiations are global in scope, and Piiiibo's shills haue been

masterful.
Potts, Rick. 1,996. Humaniry's descent. New York: William

Morrow. A survey of human euolution, in which euidence is
presented that the great flexibility of modern Homo sapiens
resulteil from selection for the ability to surviue wide fluctua-
tions in enuironments, rather than adaptation to any single

enuironment. Usefully read in conjunction with the Gamble
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Shreeve, James. 1995. The Neandertal enigmo, New York:
Avon Books. A science journalist's account of the contro-
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Stringer, Chris, 2012. Lone surviuors. NewYork: Holl Stringer
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moued out of Africa and euentually replaced eailier popula-

tions of hominins. This volume contains his current uiews

about euolution o/ Homo sapiens-rhe "lone suruiuors" of
millions of years of hominin euolution-and also discusses

his inuoluement with scientists who haue deueloped new

and reliable dating methods for the earliest fossils of modern

humans.
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